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2 April 2018

Jessica Frances, Village Manager
Village of Riverside
27 Riverside Rd.
Riverside, IL 60546
Re:

Existing Facility Evaluations

Dear Jessica;
We appreciate the opportunity to work with the Village of Riverside on this study, which
is being conducted to evaluate existing physical conditions and the degree to which
facilities fulfill or fail to fulfill the mission of each department. It is based on visual
observation. Expressed opinions of condition are based on comparisons to wellfunctioning facilities of similar type and in good condition.
The following report is comprised of several sections as follows:
o General Conditions & Function / Williams Architects
o Structural Systems / IMEG Corporation
o Mechanical / Plumbing / Electrical Systems / WT Group
o Site/Civil / WT Group
Improvements have been made over the years on a limited basis. Aside from the Public
Works Facility, which was built in 2004, physical space needs are largely unmet, and
open land for expansion is limited. The approach to improving facilities will require
creativity, prioritization and compromise.
We look forward to discussing the details of our report with you, and please don’t
hesitate to contact us with any questions or comments. Thank you.
Cordially,

Douglas J. Holzrichter, Project Executive
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Date of facility tour: 14 February 2018
Weather Conditions at time of tour: Sunny, mid-40’s F; substantial snow cover
Tour Participants:
William Gutschick, Deputy Chief of Police
Mathew Buckley, Fire Chief
Kevin Kuratko, Public Works Superintendent
Doug Holzrichter / Williams Architects
Karl Pennings, Structural Engineer / IMEG Corp.
Mark Ventrelli / Mechanical Engineer / WT Engineers
Karl Streitenfeld, Electrical Engineer / WT Engineers
Dan Hitner, Plumbing Engineer / WT Engineers
Jason Green, Civil Engineer / WT Engineers
Facilities Toured:
Police Department
Fire Department Headquarters
Original Youth Center used by Police & Fire Departments
Original Service Garage & Oil Storage
Original Maintenance Garage
Village Hall
Fire Station No. 2
Water Tower / Recreation Department
Public Works Facility
Scout Cabin (not critical to the study)
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Section A
Introduction
The Village of Riverside is one of the first
planned communities (est. 1869) and has
several unique and defining features
including curvilinear streets, ample
setbacks, and pastoral parkways with open
lawn and naturalistic groupings of trees
interspersed throughout the Village. It is a
well establish, bedroom community of
about 8,900 residents, land-locked and
surrounded by North Riverside, Berwyn,
Lyons, and Brookfield. Additional
restrictions are created by the river, the bordering forest preserve property, and the
railway.
This study is being conducted to evaluate existing physical conditions and the degree to
which facilities fulfil or fail to fulfil the mission of each department. It is based on visual
observation. Expressed opinions of condition are based on comparisons to wellfunctioning facilities of similar type and in good condition.
The main Village complex is shared with the Township and Township Hall, which was
designed by George Ashby and built around 1895. Additions to Township Hall date
back to the 1930’s, 50’s, 70’s, 90’s and 00’s. Additions are a mix of architectural styles,
some with no regard to the original French Chateau style of Township Hall.
Police and Fire Departments share facilities and have developed a strong, cooperative
working relationship, which has been critical to their ability to function in outdated and
deficient quarters. Improvements have been made on a limited basis but have not fully
addressed needs. Thus, operations are compromised, and public safety is a legitimate a
concern.
A comprehensive audit to determine compliance with current ADA / accessibility
standards is not part of this study. However, it was apparent from visual observation
that there are numerous violations related to floor clearances, level changes and overall
access throughout.
Additionally, all components of the Village complex and Fire Station No. 2 are deficient
in meeting current energy conservation / code standards.
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Physical conditions of the Public Works complex were previously evaluated in 1996,
and conditions have essentially remained the same. Observations, concerns and
comments for each department follow.
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AERIAL VIEW OF WATER TOWER COMPLEX, LOOKING NORTH

AERIAL VIEW OF VILLAGE AND TOWNSHIP COMPLEX, LOOKING NORTH
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POLICE DEPARTMENT
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.

An accessible wheel chair lift is located adjacent to the lobby and serves the
lower level.
Due to the facility’s evolution, which has involved multiple
expansions/renovations, it doesn’t have good continuity or functionality.
Improvements have been made wherever possible.
The public entrance is monitored, but the lobby is not secure, and there are no
public restrooms or meeting spaces.
The only restroom on the main/first level is small and located in a designated
secure area.
The security entrance system is a keypad type verses card swipe and has no
ability to track entries or authorize different levels of clearance.
Proper separations between sensitive/secure staff areas, public, and prisoners
does not exist.
There is no sally port, which is a secure, controlled entryway to a police station or
prison. Prisoners are taken through the back hall, which is also used by
employees.
There is no separation between men and women prisoners.
There is no juvenile lock-up.
There is no secure evidence lock-up in compliance with current standards.
Prisoners and evidence areas are mixed.
The report room is very small and located next to booking.
Three Road Sergeants use a small office on the main/first level with only two
work station.
A stair leads down to the lower level, where administration offices and locker
rooms are located. These offices are more current with respect to other areas.
They’re located under the Fire Department apparatus garage where a shooting
range previously existed.
It was reported that leaking occurs through foundation walls, especially in the
stair well.
It was also reported that the combined sanitary/storm sewer has previously
backed up.
There are no windows in the Lower Level.
There is radio storage in the men’s locker room, but none in the women’s locker
room.
The administration secretary has an extremely small, closet-sized office, and the
door swing conflicts with the adjacent door to the stair. Thus, circulation is
hindered.
The Chief’s office is small and has no internal meeting space.
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20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

The Deputy’s office is also considered small. There is limited area for file storage.
Cabinets have been placed in the closet and wherever possible.
The conference room is reported to function adequately. It also functions as the
roll call room.
The Detective’s Office in the lower level is too small and not able to
accommodate storage needs.
A storage room adjacent to the Detective’s Office was recently renovated into an
office for the Operations Lieutenant.
It was reported that portable electric heaters are used throughout.
There is not enough parking for all employees. Squad cars often park on the
street.
It was reported that the 911 dispatch center will be moving.
Significant deficiencies exist that limit the Police Department from operating
efficiently, safely and securely.

Recommendations to improve the existing Police Department
With the dispatch center moving, additional space will be available to solve a portion of
the space problem. At the same time, the interior appearance could be improved.
However, accessibility compliance, circulation functions, evidence handling, and lock-up
security cannot be solved without a major overhaul. Meanwhile, we recommend staying
on a maintenance schedule to address items such as rain penetration (roofing, flashing,
caulking), HVAC and interior finishes.
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FIRE DEPARTMENT HEADQUARTERS
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

Air conditioning is provided for offices only.
There are water leaks in the east addition. Leaking is potentially caused by failing
flashing or wall cap. This area is used as a reporting office and break room; area
isn’t large enough to adequately serve both functions.
The apparatus garage cannot accommodate the ladder truck. Space is tight,
trucks can only enter at the front, there is practically no driveway and trucks have
difficulty making turns in and out of the garage. Due to the short driveway, trucks
also need to leave very cautiously.
The bunk room / day room is on the second floor, accessed by a narrow stair, is
a confined space; quarters are tight; storage for personal belongings is limited;
only one restroom for men; there is no separation between beds and the living
room; and finishes are worn.
There is only one toilet room on the first floor located adjacent to the apparatus
garage. It does not comply with accessibility standards.
The Chief’s office is located at the back, southwest corner of the garage, and
was recently renovated.

Recommendations to improve the existing Fire Department Headquarters
Like the Police Department, space and functional deficiencies can only be solved with a
major overhaul. If the facility remains, enhancements should be made to the bunk room
and associated kitchen. Additionally, a maintenance schedule should be followed as
with the Police Department.
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ORIGINAL YOUTH CENTER & PUBLIC WORKS GARAGE
1.

Generally, the condition of the building is poor and in a neglected state. The
Village stopped making capital investment 3 or 4 years ago. In addition to a
failing roof, there is significant deterioration of flashings, masonry/face brick,
windows, doors, ceilings/soffits and interior finishes.
2. The building is noncompliant with current accessibility standards. Clearance and
level change violations (no elevator) are prevalent.
3. The second means of egress from the second floor is by an exterior fire escape.
There is no enclosed, protected vertical access.
4. Structurally, the building is sound. The main structural frame is reinforced
concrete.
5. Offices adjacent to the north entrance/lower level are used by the Fire
Department. The Public Works Department previously occupied the lower level.
6. There is overflow parking in the adjacent lot.
7. The lower level garage is used for squad car parking and record storage.
Parking capacity, 9 cars, is not sufficient.
8. Previously, a Youth Center occupied the second floor, which is currently used for
Police and Fire Department training.
9. The roof is flat and doesn’t adequately drain; leaking is present. The roof has
likely outlived its useful life.
10. The building is also used for Village record storage; storage cages exist on both
levels.
11. The women’s restroom on the second floor is out of order.
Recommendations to improve the existing Original Youth Center & Public Works
Garage
If the present function continues, this building complex will require significant renovation
to address deterioration, multiple building code violations, accessibility deficiencies,
mechanical and plumbing deficiencies, and overall utilization of space. The list is
extensive and should be addressed comprehensively.
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MAINTENANCE GARAGE
1.

2.

Built in the 1950’s as part of the Public Works complex, the condition is fair to
good. It was mainly constructed with masonry, concrete and steel. It is currently
used to park antique fire trucks and an ambulance. Location is west of the Old
Youth Center.
Vehicle access is constrained due to configuration of buildings. Refer to the
aerial view of the site.

Recommendation for the Maintenance Garage
With ongoing maintenance, this structure could remain and continue to serve its current
function.
ORIGINAL SERVICE GARAGE & OIL STORAGE
1.

2.

The Original Service Garage, which was built in the 1930’s is to the west of the
Maintenance Garage and is in extremely poor condition. It has little or no value
and could be considered a liability.
Likewise, the Old Oil Storage Garage between the Police Department and
Maintenance Garage is in poor condition and currently used for storage. It also
has little value and could be considered a liability due its condition.

Recommendation for the Original Service Garage & Oil Storage
These structures should be demolished, and potentially replaced with space to better
service current needs.
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VILLAGE ADMINISTRATION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Overall, space is tight.
File cabinets are placed wherever possible.
Offices are generally undersized.
Inadequate offices for department managers.
There is no work space for electric and plumbing building inspectors.
There is no dedicated plan review area.
There have been multiple additions and renovations.
Inadequate heating system; space heaters are used throughout.
Windows are old and not thermally insulated.
In 2005, a water pipe broke, and records were lost.
Radiant heaters are being added to the conference room.
Small workspace for IT Analyst.
The IT work area in the basement is small and inadequate.
Space for file servers in the basement is inadequate.
The basement level, which also houses HR and accounting departments, is
cramped.
16. The second means of egress from the lower level is provided by a ladder in an
area well with a hatch to the exterior.
17. No Boardroom – use township space.
18. An elevator serves the lower level, but multiple level changes still create
accessibility issues.
Recommendations for Village Administration
As it exists, we recommend addressing ongoing maintenance and finish upgrades when
needed. The most pressing need is related to the heating and cooling systems, which is
addressed in that section of the report. Additionally, replacing windows will likely
improve the interior comfort.
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FIRE STATION NO. 2
1.
2.

Site area is extremely tight. The water well exists to the west of the fire station.
Maneuvering trucks into garage can be challenging. The driveway into the
garage is very short, and trucks need to leave very cautiously.
3. The station’s proximity to the railway is a concern and disruptive to those trying to
sleep in the bunk room.
4. The overall condition is fair. However, there are several structural stress cracks
in the exterior masonry that need repair.
5. The roof was redone four years ago.
6. The large, round tank structure at the east side is abandoned.
7. The apparatus garage has limited capacity. Height and size will not allow access
by a ladder truck.
8. There is only one small toilet.
9. The bunk room at the south / back side is extremely small and is attached to a
small kitchen with no separation.
10. There is no running water in the kitchen.
11. Storage for supplies and equipment is not adequate.
Recommendations to improve the existing Fire Station No. 2
Space and functional deficiencies can only be solved with a major overhaul. If the
facility remains, enhancements should be made to the bunk room and associated
kitchen. Additionally, an ongoing maintenance schedule should be followed.
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RECREATION DEPARTMENT / HISTORIC WATER TOWER
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The physical condition is good. Generally, it has been well maintained.
Front doors are heavy and difficult to open.
Offices and multi-purpose rooms are small. Storage of supplies and files have
crept into the multi-purpose rooms.
Equipment storage is disbursed throughout.
Recent improvements have consumed space on the main level of the tower
structure.
Overall interior aesthetics are plain and outdated.
Finishes in the large activity room need repair.
When the Water Tower was rebuilt after a fire, soft, common brick was used at
the top half, which does not match the original blond brick. Therefore, the
common brick was painted/stained to be more compatible. Unfortunately, the
brick is not holding the paint/stain.

Recommendations for Recreation Department / Historic Water Tower
To maintain to the current function, the primary concern should be maintenance. Since
interior improvements are relatively current, accessibility issues are not prevalent. As
noted in item 8 above, the exterior masonry paint/stain should be addressed.
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PUBLIC WORKS FACILITY
1.

2.
3.
4.

The facility was constructed in 2004 on a landfill site. It was reported that the
south garage is supported with structural piers and the remaining building is
supported with standard foundations. As a result, differential settlement has
occurred, which has caused stress cracking in several locations.
Generally, the building is in good condition and serves the Village well. However,
it was reported that the layout of the outdoor yard is not ideal.
The upper part of the high-volume space in the northwest garage is unused; it
was originally meant to accommodate a mezzanine.
It was reported that there are no snow guards on the roof and falling snow and
ice from the roof is a problem. At the time of inspection, the melting snow and ice
from the roof was causing a dangerous condition, especially at the east/front of
the building.

Recommendations for the Public Works Facility
The settlement issue addressed in item 1 above and in the structural section of this
report should be monitored and acted upon if conditions significantly worsen. The other
item of concern relates to item 4 above. Snow guards should be added to prevent an
accident that could be caused by falling snow or ice.
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CONCLUSION
Improvements have been made over the years on a limited basis. Aside from the Public
Works Facility, which was built in 2004, the buildings are outdated, physical space
needs are largely unmet, and open land for expansion is limited. The approach to
improving facilities will require creativity, prioritization and compromise.
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PUBLIC ENTRANCE FOR POLICE DEPARTMENT. NO
DEDICATED ENTRANCE FOR FIRE DEPARTMENT.

WHEELCHAIR LIFT TO LOWER LEVEL. DOES NOT
COMPLY WITH CURRENT STANDARDS.

CORRIDOR FROM LOBBY IS TOO NARROW AND LACKS
PROPER ADA CLEARANCES. KEYPAD LOCKS ON
DOORS DO NOT PROVIDE ADEQUATE FLEXIBILITY.

STAIR TO LOWER LEVEL IS NARROW WITH TIGHT,
NONCOMPLIANT CLEARANCES.

POLICE DEPARTMENT LOBBY IS SMALL. SEPARATION
BETWEEN PUBLIC ENTRANCE AND DISPATCH IS NOT UP
TO CURRENT STANDARDS, AND THERE IS NO DEDICATED
RECEPTIONIST.
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WORK STATION WITHIN CORRIDOR

BOOKING AREA IS NOT ISOLATED. DOOR AT BACK
ENTERS INTO BACK HALL.

INTERVIEW ROOM IS NOT UP TO CURRENT
STANDARDS

SERGEANT’S OFFICE WITH 2 WORK STATIONS FOR 3
SERGEANTS.

LOCK UP

NARROW BACK
CORRIDOR
EXIT IN
FROM
RECORD
LOBBY.
STORAGE
KEYPAD LOCKS
ON DOORS DO NOT PROVIDE ADEQUATE FLEXIBILITY.
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RECORD STORAGE

FILE SERVER RACK IN RECORD STORAGE. DISPATCH
IN BACKGROUND

DISPATCH

BACK CONNECTING HALL. PRISONERS AND
EMPLOYEES CAN POTENTIALLY MIX.

STEPS LEADING TO BACK HALL OF FIRE DEPARTMENT

NARROW CORRIDOR
STAIR TO
FROM
LOWER
LOBBY.
LEVEL
KEYPAD LOCKS
ON DOORS DO NOT PROVIDE ADEQUATE FLEXIBILITY.
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MEN’S LOCKER ROOM

STAFF KITCHEN IS IN LOWER LEVEL

MEN’S LOCKER ROOM

CONFERENCE ROOM ALSO USED FOR ROLL CALL
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HEADQUARTERS

PUBLIC ENTRANCE IS SHARED WITH THE POLICE
DEPARTMENT – NO DEDICATED FIRE DEPARTMENT
ENTRY. SHORT DRIVEWAY CREATES CHALLENGE TO
BACK TRUCKS INTO GARAGES.

STAFF ENTRANCE AT REAR; MAINTENANCE IS
REQUIRED WHERE CORROSION OF METAL DOOR
FRAMES AND MASONRY FLASHING EXIST.

COMMUNICATIONS / REPORTING ROOM, BUILT IN
Y2000, ALSO SERVES AS A BREAK ROOM AND
DOESN’T ADEQUATELY SERVE BOTH FUNCTIONS.

OFFICE, BUILT IN Y2000, IS ADJACENT TO THE
COMMUNICATIONS / REPORTING ROOM.

STORAGE IS LIMITED.

NARROW
LOFT STORAGE
CORRIDORISFROM
NOT EASILY
LOBBY.ACCESSIBLE.
KEYPAD LOCKS
ON DOORS DO NOT PROVIDE ADEQUATE FLEXIBILITY.
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HEADQUARTERS

APPARATUS GARAGE IS TIGHT AND WON’T
ACCOMMODATE A LADDER TRUCK.

LOFT STORAGE WITH LADDER IN THE BACKGROUND.

GEAR STORAGE IS ON ROUTE TO THE APPARATUS
GARAGE FROM THE UPPER LEVEL BUNK ROOM.
LADDER / HATCH TO STORAGE LOFT ALSO PULLS
DOWN INTO THE CORRIDOR.

STAIR FROM BUNK ROOM TO BACK HALL AND GEAR
STORAGE.

SPACE IN THE BUNK ROOM IS CRAMPED AND QUALITY
OF HABITATION IS POOR.

NARROW
BUNK ROOM
CORRIDOR
KITCHEN
FROM
IS TIGHT
LOBBY.
WITH
KEYPAD
RESIDENTIAL
LOCKS
ON DOORS DO NOT
QUALITY
PROVIDE
APPLIANCES.
ADEQUATE FLEXIBILITY.
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WORKS

CONDITION OF FRONT ENTRANCE IS POOR;
CURRENTLY USED BY POLICE AND FIRE
DEPARTMENTS.

PARKING LOT CAPACITY IS NOT ADEQUATE.

MASONRY AND WINDOWS ARE GENERALLY IN POOR
CONDITION.

VEHICLE ENTRANCE TO LOWER LEVEL IS
UNATTRACTIVE.

FIRE ESCAPE IS THE SECOND EXIT FROM THE UPPER
LEVEL.

NARROW
EXPOSED
CORRIDOR
PLUMBING
FROM
PIPES
LOBBY.
IN COVERED
KEYPAD
LOWER
LOCKS
ON DOORS DO ENTRANCE
NOT PROVIDE
TO ADEQUATE
GARAGE. FLEXIBILITY.
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SQUAD CAR PARKING IS NOT ADEQUATE.

LOCATION OF FILE STORAGE IN THE LOWER LEVEL
GARAGE IS NOT IDEAL.

POLICE DEPARTMENT STORAGE IS NOT ADEQUATE.

POLICE DEPARTMENT STORAGE.

MAINTENANCE IS REQUIRED.

STAIR
NARROW
UP TO
CORRIDOR
ORIGINALFROM
MAINTENANCE
LOBBY. KEYPAD
GARAGE
LOCKS
DOES
ON DOORS
NOT COMPLY
DO NOTWITH
PROVIDE
CURRENT
ADEQUATE
STANDARDS.
FLEXIBILITY.
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FRONT ENTRANCE WITH NO VESTIBULE.

FIRE DEPARTMENT TRAINING OFFICE. SPACE IS NOT
ADEQUATE.

LOOKING UP AT SECOND FLOOR ROOF. LEAKING
STAINS ON WALL.

THE ONLY INTERIOR STAIR TO THE SECOND FLOOR.
THERE IS NO ELEVATOR.

UPPER LEVEL STAIR LANDING, AND STEPS LEADING UP
TO TV STUDIO. CONDITION IS POOR.
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TRAINING ROOM; ROOF IS FLAT AND LEAKS. THERE
ARE NO PHYSICAL SEPARATIONS BETWEEN TRAINING
AND OTHER AREAS.

FITNESS CENTER AT THE LEFT AND STORAGE ON THE
RIGHT SIDE.

CAGED STORAGE IN THE BACKGROUND.

TV STUDIO

ABANDONED WOMEN’S RESTROOM

NARROW CORRIDOR
MEN’S
FROM
RESTROOM
LOBBY. KEYPAD LOCKS
ON DOORS DO NOT PROVIDE ADEQUATE FLEXIBILITY.
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STORAGE

WEST ELEVATION OF THE ORIGINAL SERVICE
GARAGE. CONDITION IS EXTREMELY POOR.

INTERIOR OF ORIGINAL SERVICE GARAGE; EVIDENCE
OF ROOF LEAKING.

ORIGINAL SERVICE GARAGE STILL USED DUE TO
LACK OF ADEQUATE SPACE.

ORIGINAL OIL STORAGE BETWEEN TOWNSHIP HALL
AND ORIGINAL MAINTENANCE GARAGE.

ROOF STRUCTURE OF THE ORIGINAL OIL STORAGE IS IN
EXTREMELY POOR CONDITION.

ORIGINAL
STORAGE
IS STILL
USED
FOR STORAGE.
NARROWOIL
CORRIDOR
FROM
LOBBY.
KEYPAD
LOCKS
ON DOORS DO NOT PROVIDE ADEQUATE FLEXIBILITY.
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MAIN LEVEL OF VILLAGE HALL ADDITION BUILT IN
1937.

MAIN LEVEL OF VILLAGE IS IN TIGHT QUARTERS. THE
AUDITORIUM IS SHARED WITH THE TOWNSHIP.

RECEPTION ON MAIN LEVEL

SHORTAGE OF FILE STORAGE.

FILE STORAGE IS MAXIMIZED.

NARROW CORRIDOR
SHORTAGEFROM
OF FILE
LOBBY.
STORAGE
KEYPAD LOCKS
ON DOORS DO NOT PROVIDE ADEQUATE FLEXIBILITY.
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LIMITED AMENITIES ON MAIN LEVEL

SHORTAGE OF FILE STORAGE

ENCLOSED REAR STAIR AND ENTRANCE CREATED IN
1993

STAIR TO BASEMENT DOES NOT COMPLY WITH
CURRENT STANDARDS.

STAIR TO BASEMENT DOES NOT COMPLY WITH CURRENT
STANDARDS.

CAPACITY
NARROW AND
CORRIDOR
ACCESS
FROM
TO STORAGE
LOBBY. KEYPAD
IN BASEMENT
LOCKSIS
ON DOORS DO NOT PROVIDE
LIMITED.
ADEQUATE FLEXIBILITY.
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MAIN BREAK ROOM IN BASEMENT

STEP UP TO STORAGE AREA.

FILE SERVERS ARE LOCATED IN A CONFINED SPACE.
ADDITIONAL COOLING EQUIPMENT WAS ADDED.

EQUIPMENT IS NOT LOCATED IN SECURED AREAS.

FINANCE / HR OFFICE
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HEIGHT OF THE APPARATUS GARAGE LIMITS THE SIZE
OF TRUCK. THE WESTERNMOST GARAGE DOOR WAS
INCREASED IN HEIGHT BUT IS LIMITED BY THE
STRUCTURE.

OBVIOUS STRESS CRACKING IN THE MASONRY
WHERE CONNECTION WAS MADE TO THE OLD PUMP
HOUSE. COULD BE CAUSED BY POOR SOILS.

OLD PUMP HOUSE HAS HISTORIC VALUE.

SOUTH SIDE OF BUNK ROOM IS CLOSE TO TRAIN
TRACKS.

VIEW LOOKING EAST; SITE IS BORDERED BY THE
TRAIN TRACKS ON THE SOUTH SIDE.

NARROW
SOUTH SIDE
CORRIDOR
OF STATION
FROM
DOES
LOBBY.
NOTKEYPAD
COMPLEMENT
LOCKS
ON
THE
DOORS
OLD PUMP
DO NOT
HOUSE
PROVIDE
AND ADEQUATE
IS ARCHITECTURALLY
FLEXIBILITY.
UNAPPEALING. ALSO LOCATION OF ELECTRICAL
GENERATOR.
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HEIGHT OF THE APPARATUS GARAGE LIMITS THE SIZE
OF TRUCK. THE WESTERNMOST GARAGE DOOR WAS
INCREASED IN HEIGHT BUT IS LIMITED BY THE
STRUCTURE.

STORAGE SPACE IS SPARSE.

STATION HAS ONLY ONE RESTROOM.

TRUCKS CAN ONLY BACK IN; LONG EXHAUST HOSES
ARE REQUIRED.

BUNK ROOM IS SMALL AND CRAMPED. PROXIMITY TO
THE TRAIN TRACKS IS DISRUPTIVE.

NARROW
THERE ISCORRIDOR
NO SEPARATION
FROM LOBBY.
BETWEEN
KEYPAD
BUNK ROOM
LOCKS
ON DOORS DO NOT AND
PROVIDE
KITCHEN.
ADEQUATE FLEXIBILITY.
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DEPT.

STAIN / PAINT ON UPPER PART OF TOWER IS
DETERIORATING.

FRONT ENTRANCE. EXTERIOR IS GENERALLY IN
GOOD CONDITION.

VIEW INTO FRONT VESTIBULE.

FRONT OFFICE / RECEPTION.

MULTIPURPOSE ROOM USE FOR A VARIETY OF
ACTIVITY AND OFFICE FUNCTIONS.

RESTROOMS
NARROW CORRIDOR
ARE GENERALLY
FROM LOBBY.
COMPLIANT
KEYPAD
WITH
LOCKS
ADA.
ON DOORS DO NOT PROVIDE ADEQUATE FLEXIBILITY.
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DEPT.

MAIN ACTIVITY ROOM; APPARENT DAMAGE FROM
MOISTURE INFILTRATION.

MAIN ACTIVITY ROOM

FLOOR AREA IN THE TOWER USED FOR A VARIETY OF
NEEDS.

STORAGE

RECENT CONSTRUCTION

MECHANICAL
NARROW CORRIDOR
EQUIPMENT
FROM
ROOM
LOBBY.
IS NOT
KEYPAD
PHYSICALLY
LOCKS
ON DOORS
SEPARATED
DO NOT PROVIDE
IN A FIREADEQUATE
RATED ROOM.
FLEXIBILITY.
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FRONT ENTRANCE – SNOW AND ICE SLIDING OFF
ROOF IS A HAZARD.

SNOW AND ICE FROM ROOF BUILDS UP ON
PAVEMENT.

SERVICE YARD IS LARGE, BUT DOESN’T FUNCTION
WELL (AS REPORTED).

WEST SIDE OF MAINTENANCE GARAGE.

FUELING STATION (LEFT OF BUILDING) IS NOT
COVERED.

NARROW CORRIDOR
OUT-BUILDINGS
FROM LOBBY. KEYPAD LOCKS
ON DOORS DO NOT PROVIDE ADEQUATE FLEXIBILITY.
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SETTLEMENT CRACKING IN BREAK ROOM

SETTLEMENT IS DEFORMING INTERIOR OPENINGS

HIGH VOLUME SPACE COULD BE USED FOR
MEZZANINE STORAGE.

SETTLEMENT CRACKING

HIGH VOLUME SPACE COULD BE USED FOR
MEZZANINE STORAGE.
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Existing Facility Structural Evaluation
Village of Riverside
Riverside, Illinois
IMEG #18001656.00

Introduction
The purpose of this report is to document the condition of the existing structural systems for seven
different facilities operated by the Village of Riverside. This report is based on a site visit conducted on
February 14, 2018 and review of existing drawings provided by the Village. The structural systems
observed were limited to those areas that could be observed without selective demolition or removal of
finishes. All photos included in this report were taken during that visit. The facilities range in age from the
Township Hall Building (1894) to the Public Works Facility (2004). The main location includes the Township
Hall, Village Hall, Police Department, Fire Department Headquarters, and former Youth Center
Building/Maintenance Garage (refer to Figure 1). The Township Hall, which occupies most of the space in
the original 1894 Building, is not included in this report. The Fire Station No. 2 and the Water Tower
Recreation Department are located nearby (refer to Figure 2). The Public Works Facility is located a mile to
the south of downtown Riverside (refer to Figure 3). While the Recreation Department Building
surrounding the Water Tower is included in this report, the Water Tower itself, based on feedback from
the Village, is not. The Scout Cabin, while included for the other disciplines, is also outside the scope of
this report.
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Figure 1 – Village of Riverside Main Location

Figure 2 – Fire Station No. 2 and Water Tower/Recreation Department
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Figure 3 – Public Works Facility
Building Assessments
Police Department – 31 Riverside Road
This location includes Administration Office, Communications Area, Complaint Report Office, Booking
Room, two-cell Lock-Up, Interview Room, Washroom Male/Female, Locker Rooms Male/Female, Storage
and Evidence Rooms. The newest portion of this Facility was built in 1972, filling the space between the
existing Townhall Building and the Fire Station. This includes the Lobby, a portion of the Dispatch Room,
and the Records Room. The structural system of the 1972 Addition is 12” deep steel roof joists spanning
approximately 14 feet between the existing bearing walls of the two adjacent facilities. During the field
visit, these steel joists were not visible and structural walls were not visible for review.
A portion of the Police Facility is also housed in the original Town Hall Building which was constructed in
1894. This area includes at the Ground Level two Offices, the Cell Block, Booking Room, Interview Room,
Hallway, and a portion of the Dispatch Room. The structural system of this portion of the original Building
is unknown and not visible for review.
Another portion of the Police Facility that was observed is the Generator and Oil Room. It appears this
portion of the Facility was constructed in 1939 with a structural system that includes masonry bearing
walls and steel beams. There are cracks in the generator room masonry walls that should be repaired in
this area (refer to Photo 1).

Existing Structural Facility Evaluation for the Village of Riverside
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The Oil Room is a small room adjacent to the Generator Room. This small room has a roof that is
supported by wood decking and 2x wood joists. Roof leaks in this space have led to severe deterioration
of the decking and joists making the roof structurally deficient (refer to Photo 2). The roof system should
be replaced if this room is to remain.
Maintenance Garage/Youth Center – 45 Riverside Road
The Service Garage/Youth Center Building was built in two stages. The first stage was constructed
according to the 1954 drawings and included the Service Garage on the east and the Rubble Garage on the
west with the shop portion of the Building in the center. The service garage portion of the Building is
comprised of a cast-in-place two-way reinforced concrete slab with beams connecting between concrete
columns on the interior and concrete exterior walls. There are minor instances of cast-in-place concrete
cracking and spalling in the garage, but nothing structurally significant (refer to Photo 3).
The structural system of the shop includes 6” flexicore roof planks spanning between steel beams. The
steel beams are spanning between masonry bearing walls. Under the two steel beams on the west wall
are large cracks in the masonry block (refer to Photos 4 and 5). Also, there is corrosion and spalling
observed in two of the flexicore planks caused by water infiltration through the roof system (refer to Photo
6).
The Rubble Garage was rebuilt in 1954 using existing masonry bearing walls. The roof is comprised of
wood decking spanning between 2x wood joists that are supported by steel beams. There is severe
deterioration in the wood decking and in some of the roof joists. Due to that, the building roof system is
structurally deficient and should be replaced if this Building is to remain (refer to Photos 7 and 8).
The Youth Center was built to the east of and on top of the Service Garage in 1958. The section to the
east is two stories with the flexicore planks supporting both the Second Floor and roof. The steel post in
the southeast corner of the Building is rusted (refer to Photo 9). The rust should be removed and the
column repainted. The exterior stair is also rusted and should be replaced (refer to Photo 10). The south
CMU wall under the Youth Center Addition is cracking due to the broken glass block underneath (refer to
Photo 11). The roof that was built over the existing Garage is a poured gypsum deck supported on 36”
deep steel joists spanning between load bearing masonry walls. The steel and wood framing in the
entrance canopy into the Youth Center is deteriorated and should be replaced (refer to Photos 12 and 13).
The roof deck of the Multi-Purpose Room is discolored from multiple roof leaks over the years and should
be investigated in more detail if this Building is to remain (refer to Photo 14). There is a large CMU crack in
the Television Studio Room (refer to Photo 15).
Fire Department Headquarters– 35 Riverside Road
The Fire Department Building was originally constructed in 1955. The structural floor supporting the
apparatus bay is comprised of concrete beams and slab. The roof is constructed of 2x10 wood joists
spanning between W24 beams which are supported at each end by masonry bearing walls. The
Basement under the Apparatus Bay is used by the Police Department. There is a hole in the stairwell
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basement wall that is documented by the staff to spray water during rain events (refer to Photo 15). In
2000, a 12’-0” Addition was built on the east side of the Apparatus Bay. The Addition includes a
Basement and First Floor. Both the roof and the floor slab are supported on steel joists spanning between
masonry bearing walls.
Village Hall – 27 Riverside Road
The Village Hall Building was originally constructed in 1894. An Addition that houses a portion of the
Village Offices was constructed in 1939. During the visit, most of the structural system was covered by
finishes and no structural deficiencies were observed.
Fire Station 2 – 61 Pine Avenue
Fire Station 2 was built sometime in the 1960s. The structural system is precast planks supported on steel
beams and load bearing masonry walls. The exterior brick brick façade has multiple cracks around the
perimeter (refer to Photos 17 and 18) and an out-of-plane shift (refer to Photo 18).
Water Tower / Recreation Department– 10 Pine Avenue
The Parks and Recreation Department occupies a Building initially constructed in 1913 as the Water
Works. The Water Tower is surrounded by single-story rooms which house the Village Recreation
Department. The Water Tower structure is outside the scope of this report. There were no structural
deficiencies observed for the building surrounding the Water Tower.
Public Works Facility – 3860 Columbus Boulevard
The Public Works building was constructed on the site of a former landfill. The existing structural drawings
were not available for review, but during our visit to the site it was indicated that a portion of the Building
was built on deep foundations and a portion was built on shallow foundations. The superstructure is
comprised of steel bowstring joists spanning between steel beams. The large volume Vehicle Storage
Room is surrounded by non-load bearing masonry shear walls on all four sides. There are non-structural
separations and cracks in non-loading bearing non-structural partition walls that are likely caused by
localized settlement of the slab on grade. One location is along the window to the Water Supervisor’s
office (refer to Photos 19 and 20). The other location is in the Women’s Restroom masonry walls (refer to
Photos 21 through 23).
Prepared by: Karl Pennings, SE, PE, LEED AP
\\ad.kjww.com\kjww\kjww\Projects\2018\18001656.00\Design\Reports-Narratives\Village of Riverside-Structural Assessment.docx
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Photos

Photo 1 – Cracks in Generator Room masonry wall

Photo 2 – Deteriorated wood joists and decking in Oil Room
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Photo 3 – Spalling of concrete patch in Service Garage

Photo 4 – Large masonry crack under north steel beam bearing in Garage Shop
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Photo 5 – Large masonry cracking under south beam bearing in Garage Shop

Photo 6 – Flexicore plank corrosion and spalling in Garage Shop
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Photo 7– Deteriorated wood decking in Rubble Garage

Photo 8– Deteriorated wood joists and decking in Rubble Garage
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Photo 9– Rusted steel post at Youth Center Building
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Photo 10 – Rusted exterior stair
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Photo 11– Cracked CMU over broken glass block

Photo 12– Rusted steel and wood deterioration on Youth Center canopy
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Photo 13– Rusted steel and deteriorated wood on Youth Center canopy

Photo 14– Youth Center Building deck discoloration due to leaking roof
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Photo15 – Corner cracking in masonry wall of TV studio of Youth Center Addition

Photo 16 – Concrete wall holes that spray water in during rain events in Stairwell to Basement
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Photo 17 – Brick façade cracking on Fire Station No. 2

Photo 18 – Brick façade cracking on Fire Station No. 2
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Photo 19 – Partition separation above Water Supervisor’s window of Public Works Building

Photo 20 – Partition separation below the Water Supervisor’s window of Public Works Building
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Photo 21 – Non-structural masonry partition cracking in Women’s Restroom of Public Works Building
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Photo 22 – Non-structural masonry partition cracking in Women’s Restroom of Public Works Building

Photo 23 – Non-structural masonry partition cracking in Women’s Restroom of Public Works Building
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VILLAGE HALL
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MECHANICAL
Systems Description
The village hall office area is served by a rooftop unit with gas heating and electric
cooling. Electric baseboard heaters are currently being installed in the perimeter office
to help alleviate cold conditions likely due to poorly insulated windows. The rooftop
unit is controlled by a programmable thermostat.
The lower level is served by a gas fired furnace, York Stellar Plus, high efficiency. the
associated condnesing unit is located at grade. The condensing unit is a Goodman
model GSC13048, 4 ton capacity, manufactured in 2014.
The computer server equipment is also located in the lower level. This area is cooled by
two portable self contained cooling units.

Furnace serving the lower level

Associated condensing unit
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Electric cabinet heater near entry door

Electric baseboard heater to be installed

Portable self contained cooling units serving the Server equipment on lower level
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Condition of System
The age of the rooftop unit serving the office area is unknown.
The furnace and condensing unit are approximately 4 years old and appear to be in
good condition. The expected useful life of this type of equipment is 15 years.
Most of the main level perimeter offices have poor temperature control. The thermostat
for this area is located in an interior space. The windows appear to have poor draft
seals and appear to be causing excessive heat gain and loss in these spaces.

Code Violations
No code required combustion air intake in furnace closet was observed.

Recommendations
It is recommended to replace the existing windows, as they appear to be causing
excessive heat gain/loss to the perimeter offices. It may still be necessary to continue
adding the electric fintube to these areas to allow some local temperature control.
Provide code compliant combustion air openings for the furnace on the lower level.
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PLUMBING
Systems Description
The existing water distribution system consists of a 2” diameter water service that feeds
the domestic water system. A separate 4” fire protection service and backflow
preventer exists. There is a 2” water meter with a reduced pressure backflow preventer
serving the domestic water. The water heating system consists of (1) one 80 gallon
10.0 kw electric storage type water heaters. The domestic hot and cold water system
appears to be a down feed system with a hot water return pump in the mechanical
room to return the hot water to the water heating system. (One water service in the
police basement).
The water piping system is primarily of copper construction.
The existing waste and vent system consists of cast iron and galvanized piping with
repairs done with schedule 40 PVC
The roof drainage system consists of cast iron piping and repairs done with schedule 40
PVC piping with roof drains that connect to an underground storm sewer, which
discharges to the city sewer.
There is a standard break room sink with a goose neck faucet.
No toilet rooms exist within the village hall space

Condition of System
The existing water distribution system appears to be in good condition.
The waste, vent and storm sewer piping appears to be in good condition
The break room sink is appears to be in good working condition

Code Violations
No violations noticed

Recommendations
Maintain the systems as required.
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Break room

Break Room sink

Storm/Sanitary Piping in Basement
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ELECTRICAL
Systems Description
There are two panels present in the Village Hall portion of the building and are as
follows: a 225A 120/208V 3-PH, 4W panel with 100A/3P main circuit breaker and 42circuits and a 225A 120/208V 3-PH, 4W main lug only panel with 42-circuits.
There are fire alarm system pull stations and smoke detection present.
Interior lighting consists of 2’x4’ recessed fluorescent fixtures with parabolic louvers and
prismatic lenses, fluorescent recessed downlights and wall washers, and compact
fluorescent wall sconces and pendant chandeliers.
There are exit signs with emergency battery back-up and lighting and emergency
battery lighting units present.
Exterior lighting consists of HID wall pack.
Interior lighting controls consist of local room switching.
There are 15 amp and 20 amp rated receptacle present with GFCI type at sinks and
extension cords with multi-outlet assemblies.

Panels
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225A 120/208V 3-PH,4W w/100A/3P M.C.B.

225A 120/208V 3-PH,4W main lug only

Fire alarm smoke detectors

2’x4’ fluorescent with parabolic louvers

Compact fluorescent wall washers

Compact fluorescent downlights

Compact fluorescent pendant chandeliers
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2’x4’ fluorescent with prismatic lens

Exit sign / emergency battery light

Exit sign/emergency battery light

Exit sign/emergency battery light,pull station

Emergency battery light
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Exterior HID wall pack

Interior lighting local control switch

Interior lighting local control switches

20 Amp receptacle

Extension cord with multi-outlet assembly

15 Amp surface mounted raceway

20 Amp GFCI receptacle
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Security system control panel with transceiver

Keltron transceivers

Keltron signal converters

Condition of System
Panels are in good condition.
Fire alarm devices are in good condition.
Interior lighting is in average to good condition.
Exit signs and emergency battery lights are in good condition.
Exterior HID wall pack is in poor condition.
Interior lighting control switches are in good condition.
Receptacles are in good condition.
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Code Violations
There are insufficient fire alarm system visual and audio/visual alarms present.
Interior lighting control does not meet the 2015 IECC energy code.
Usage of extension cords with multi-outlet assemblies.

Recommendations
Install additional fire alarm system visual and audio/visual alarms as required.
Upgrade interior lighting control to meet 2015 IECC requirements.
Install additional receptacles to alleviate the usage of extension cords with multi-outlet
assemblies.
Replace exterior wall pack with LED type fixture.
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POLICE DEPARTMENT
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MECHANICAL
Systems Description
Most of the spaces on the first floor are served by a rooftop unit. The rooftop unit has
gas heating and electric cooling. This unit also serves the Town Hall area. The
thermostat is located in the Town Hall area.
A York wall mounted ductless split system serves the Dispatch area. The associated
condensing unit is located on the roof. The condensing unit cooling capcity is 3 tons,
date of manufacture 2013.
The lower level is served by a rooftop unit with gas heating and electric cooling. The unit
is a York model ZXG06E, 5 ton cooling capacity, manufactured in 2014.
The Paramedics sleeping quarters on the 2nd floor is served by a Trane rooftop unit
model 4YCC3024, 2 ton cooling capacity. Date of manufacture 2012. This RTU has gas
heating and electric cooling.
Many spaces in the building have hot water heating equipment such as unit heaters,
cabinet heaters and fintube baseboard. This equipment is abandoned in place as there
is no boiler serving the building
The Generator room is cooled by a cooling only fan coil unit. The associated
condensing unit is located on the roof.

Rooftop unit serving the lower level

Cabinet heater in Lobby
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Ductless split system indoor unit at Dispatch

Fan coil unit in Generator room

Associated condensing unit.

Typical hot water unit heater (abandoned)
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Electric unit heater in Garage

Exposed fintube heat in Generator room

Typical ceiling supply diffuser

Typical ceiling mounted exhaust fan

RTU serving the Paramedics Quarters
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Condition of Systems
The rooftop unit serving the lower level offices is approximately 4 years old and appears
to be in good condition. The expected useful life of this type of equipment is 15 years.
The ductless split system serving Dispatch is approximately 5 years old and appears to
be in good condition. The expected useful life of this type of equipment is 15 years.
The rooftop unit serving the Paramedics Quarters is approximately 6 years old and
appears to be in fair condition. The expected useful life of this type of equipment is 15
years.
The offices on the main level have poor temperature control. The controlling thermostat
is located in the Town Hall area. Many spaces have added space heaters to
compensate.

Code Violations
No code required combustion air intake was observed in the water heater room.

Recommendations
Remove the abandoned hot water heating equipment and associated piping.
Provide a separate HVAC system to serve the main level spaces. Alternatively, replace
the existing rooftop unit serving the Town Hall and Police with a VAV rooftop unit to
serve both areas. Provide control dampers and reheat coils for each zone in these
areas.
The other equipment in the building is not past its useful life and should be maintained
to operate for at least another 9 years.
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PLUMBING
Systems Description
The existing water distribution system consists of a 2” diameter water service that feeds
the domestic water system. A separate 4” fire protection service and backflow
preventer exists. There is a 2” water meter with a reduced pressure backflow preventer
serving the domestic water system. The water heating system consists of (1) one 80
gallon 10.0 kw electric storage type water heaters. The domestic hot and cold water
system appears to be a down feed system with a hot water return pump in the
mechanical room to return the hot water to the water heating system.
The water piping system is primarily of copper construction.
The existing waste and vent system consists cast iron and galvanized piping with
repairs done with schedule 40 PVC
The roof drainage system consists of cast iron piping and repairs done with schedule 40
PVC piping with roof drains that connect to an underground storm sewer, which
discharges to the city sewer.
The public toilet room on the main level has a floor mount flush valve water closet, a
vanity with a countertop and integral bowl, and a single lever faucet.
The jail cells have ligature resistant wall mounted water closets and lavs.
The basement toilet/shower rooms have floor mounted tank type water closets;
standard wall mount lavs with ADA paddle handle faucets and ADA showers.
There is a sewage ejector with a 2” pump discharge in the basement.

Condition of System
The existing water distribution system appears to be in good condition.
The waste, vent and storm sewer piping appears appear to be in good condition
however there are a couple major issues.
The basement floor drain in the water service room backs up and over flows when it
rains.
There is a crack in the basement stair well foundation wall that sprays water when
it is raining outside. It was mentioned that it might be a broken pipe. It is more likely
just ground water seeping through the foundation.
The existing water heating system appears to be in good condition and operating
properly. The Heater’s capacity is sufficient but the recovery is questionable. It is very
likely that hot water is depleted during high demand.
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The existing recirculation pump appears to be in good condition and operating properly.
The existing fixtures, although some are dated, appear to be in good condition and
operating properly
The existing fixtures in the basement have recently been replaced, are in good condition
and operating properly.
The sewage ejector appears to be in good working order and there were no complaints
from the staff.

Code Violations
No expansion tank is installed on the water heating system

Recommendations
Maintain the systems as required.
Install expansion tank on the water heating system.
In regards to the sewage/storm water backing up from the floor drain; it is possible that
the storm water is draining into the sewage ejector and or causing the pump to
deadhead. The pump(s) are not designed for that amount of flow and cannot keep up.
WT recommends that the basement sanitary system be divorced completely from the
existing combined sanitary and storm system. Cost impact is unknown
Although it is possible for a pipe to be broken, it is more likely to be ground water
leaking into the building through the crack in the basement foundation. It is
recommended to have the underground storm pipes videoed to assess any damage to
the pipe itself. A qualified contractor should repair the cracks in the foundation.
Water service

Water Heater
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Domestic water meter

RPZ

Jail Cell Fixtures

Men’s Basement Shower Room
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Women’s Bsmt. Shower Rm.

Main level Public Toilet Rm.

Bsmnt. stairwell foundation wall

Foundation Wall Crack Leaks
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ELECTRICAL
Systems Description
There is a 400A/3P 250V circuit breaker main circuit breaker present. There are seven
panels present as follows: Panel GDP, 400A 120/208V 3-phase, 4-wire fusible switch
with 400A/3P main switch, Panel EM-A, 100A 120/208V 3-phase, 4-wire main lug only
with 30-circuits, Panel EM-B, 100A 120/208V 3-phase, 4-wire main lug only with 18circuits, Panel UP-1, 100A 120/240V single phase, 3-wire with 100A/3P shunt trip main
breaker and 24-circuits, an unidentified panel, 200A 120/208V 3-phase, 4-wire with
200A;/3P main breaker and 40-circuits, an unidentified panel, 225A 120/208V 3-phase,
4-wire main lug only with 42-circuits, and a panel labelled Public Works Heating
System, 225A 120/208V 3-phase, 4-wire main lug only with 18-circuits.
There is an indoor 100 KW, 125 KVA 120/208V 3-phase Qlympian natural gas
emergency generator built by Generac and installed in June of 1993. Generator has a
400A/3P main circuit breaker with a remote annunciator panel and a 400A/3P Asco
automatic transfer switch and a 400A/3P manual transfer switch.
There is a Simplex 4002 8-zone fire alarm control panel with pull stations, smoke
detection, visual and audio/visual alarms. There is a Notifier SFP-50UD pre-action
system control panel.
Interior lighting consists of surface wraparound fixtures with LED retrofit lamps, 2’ x 4’
recessed parabolic and prismatic fixtures with LED retrofit lamps, surface industrial
fixtures with LED retrofit lamps, surface mounted fluorescent strip fixtures, recessed can
lights with LED lamps, vanity above mirror lighting, and surface mounted lighting with
LED lamps in lock-up area.
There are exit signs and emergency battery lighting present.
Exterior lighting consists of HID flood lights and wall packs.
Interior lighting controls consist of local room switching.
There are a mix of 15 amp and 20 amp receptacles present with GFCI type at sink
locations. There is a heavy usage of extension cords.

Panel GDP, 400A 120/208V 3-PH,4-W
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Panel EM-A

Panel EM-B

Public Works Heating System

Panel UP-1

200A main breaker panel

225A main lug only panel

Olympian 100KW, 125KVA Generator
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Olympian 100KW, 125KVA Generator

Automatic Transfer Switch

Remote annunciator panel

Manual Transfer Switch
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400A/3P main breaker

Fire alarm control panel

Fire alarm pull station and visual alarm

Fire alarm pull station and visual alarm

Fire alarm smoke detector

Fire alarm pre-action control panel

Fire alarm tamper/flow switches

Surface mounted wraparound fixtures with LED lamps
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Recessed parabolic lens w/ LED lamps

Recessed prismatic lens w/ LED lamps

Surface industrial w/ LED lamps

Surface fluorescent strip

Recessed can w/ LED lamp

Vanity mirror light

Surface lights with LED lamps in lock-up area
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Exit signs and emergency battery lights

Exterior HID floodlight

Exterior HID wall pack

Local room switched lighting controls

Local room switched lighting controls
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15 Amp receptacle

20 Amp GFCI receptacle

20 Amp GFCI receptacles

Surface metal raceway w/ receptacles

Heavy usage of extension cords

Heavy usage of extension cords
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Condition of System
Panels are in good condition.
Generator and transfer switches are in good condition.
Fire alarm panel and system are older but operational. The Notifier pre-action panel is in
good condition.
Interior lighting fixtures are generally in average to good condition with some
wraparound fixtures having cracked lenses.
Exit signs and emergency battery lights are in average to good condition.
Exterior lighting fixtures are in average condition.
Interior lighting control switches are in good condition.
Receptacles are in average to good condition.

Code Violations
Extensive usage of extension cords with multi-outlet assemblies.
Interior lighting control does not meet the 2015 IECC energy code.

Recommendations
Provide additional receptacles as required in order alleviate extension cord usage.
Install new interior lighting controls to meet the 2015 IECC code requirements.
Upgrade the 8-zone fire alarm system to a modern addressable type system.
Replace lenses on fixtures that have cracked or broken lenses.
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FIRE DEPARTMENT
HEADQUARTERS
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MECHANICAL
Systems Description
The offices on the west side of the apparatus bay are served by a Carrier gas fired
furnace located on the mezzanine above the offices. The associated condensing unit is
located on the roof. The manufacturer, capacity and age of the furnace and
condensing unit could not be determined. The capacity is estimated to be 2 tons.
The offices on the east side of the apparatus bay are served by a Carrier rooftop unit
model 48GS-02406, with 2 ton cooling capacity. Date of manufacture 2000. The
RTU has gas heating and electric cooling.
The Basement offices are served by a Carrier rooftop unit model 48TJE008, 7.5 ton
cooling capacity. Date of manufacture 2000. The RTU has gas heating and electric
cooling.
The Apparatus bay is heated by Solaronics gas fired radiant heaters. The Apparatus
bay has a vehicle exhaust capture system by Plymovent.

Furnace on Mezzine serves west offices

Associated condensing unit
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Solaronics gas fired radiant heater

Rooftop unit serving east offices

Rooftop unit serving Basement offices

Condition of System
The age of the furnace and condensing unit could not be determined, however, this
equipment appears to be in fair condition and based on the age of the other
equipment serving the building, it is likely near the end of its useful life.
The rooftop unit serving the offices east of the Apparatus Bay is approximately 18 years
old and appears to be in fair condition. The expected useful life of this type of equipment
is 15 years.
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The rooftop unit serving the Basement offices is approximately 18 years old and
appears to be in fair condition. The expected useful life of this type of equipment is 15
years.
The age of the radiant heaters in the Apparatus Bay is unknown. Based on the age of
the other equipment serving the building, it is likely to be approximately 18 years old.
The expected useful life of this type of equipment is 20 years.

Code Violations
No code violations were observed.

Recommendations
Replace the furnace and condensing unit in the near future as it is likely at the end of
its expected useful life.
Replace the rooftop units serving the Main Level and Basement offices.
Replace the Apparatus Bay radiant heaters in the near future as it is likely they are
nearing the end of their expected useful life.
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PLUMBING
Systems Description
The existing water distribution system consists of a 2” diameter water service that feeds
the domestic water system. A separate 4” fire protection service and backflow
preventer exists. There is a 2” water meter with a reduced pressure backflow preventer
serving the domestic water. The water heating system consists of (1) one 80 gallon
10.0 kw electric storage type water heaters. The domestic hot and cold water system
appears to be a down feed system with a hot water return pump in the mechanical
room to return the hot water to the water heating system. (One water service in the
police basement).
The water piping system is primarily of copper construction.
The existing waste and vent system consists of cast iron and galvanized piping with
repairs done with schedule 40 PVC.
The roof drainage system consists of cast iron piping and repairs done with schedule 40
PVC piping with roof drains that connect to an underground storm sewer, which
discharges to the city sewer.
The fire department apparatus bay has a 2 floor drains.
The toilet room in the apparatus bay has a toilet, which consists of a single floor
mount tank type water closet and a standard wall mount lavatory.
The living space upstairs has a small kitchen with a sink and a bathroom that has a floor
mounted tank type water closet, drop in lavatories and a 36”x36” ADA shower.

Condition of System
The existing water distribution system appears to be in good condition.
The waste, vent and storm sewer piping appears to be in good condition.
The upstairs fixtures are in very poor condition.

Code Violations
An oil triple garage basin was not seen on site. A triple basin is required by code. If one
does not exist, a triple basin must be installed.

Recommendations
The upstairs fixtures are in very poor condition. Although the fixtures appear to
function as designed, it is recommended that these fixtures be updated before issues
arise.
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Install a triple basin. Maintain the systems as
required.
Upstairs Sower

Upstairs Lav

Upstairs Shower Basin

Upstairs Kitchen Sink
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Upstairs Water Closet

Apparatus Bay Toilet Rm

ELECTRICAL
Systems Description
There are three panels present as follows: a 225 amp 120/208V 3-PH,4W main lug
only panel with 42-circuits, a 250 amp 120/208V 3-PH,4W main lug only panel with 42circuits and a 100 amp 120/208V single phase, 3W panel with 60A/2P main circuit
breaker and 8-circuits utilizing twin breakers.
There are fire alarm system visual and audio/visual alarms and smoke detectors
present.
Interior lighting consists of surface mounted fluorescent industrial and 2’ x 4’
recessed fluorescent parabolic louver fixtures. There are ceiling fans present.
There are exit signs with emergency battery back-up and emergency lights present.
Interior lighting controls consist of a combination of local room motion sensor switches
and standard switches.
There are 15 amp receptacles and 20 amp GFCI type at required locations.

225A 120/208V 3ph,4w main lug only

250A 120/208V 3ph,4w main lug only

100A 120/208V 1ph,3w w/ 60A/2P MCB

Fire alarm system visual alarm
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Fire alarm system audio/visual alarms

Fire alarm smoke detector & ceiling fans

Industrial type fluorescent fixtures

2’x4’ fluorescent with parabolic louvers

Exit sign w/emergency battery back-up

Motion sensor switches
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Standard light switches

15 Amp receptacles

Motion sensor switch and 20A GFCI

20A GFCI receptacle

Condition of System
Panels are in good condition.
Fire alarm equipment appears to be in average to good condition.
Interior lighting fixtures and ceiling fans are in average to good condition.
Exit signs are in good condition.
Interior lighting controls are in poor to average condition.
Receptacles are in average to good condition.

Code Violations
3’- 0” clearance must be maintained in front of electrical panels.
Insufficient fire alarm pull stations and audio/visual alarms.
100A 120/208V panel with 60A/2P MCB is utilizing 4–twin type circuit breakers.
Interior lighting control does not meet 2015 IECC.
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Recommendations
Clear area in front of panel.
Install additional fire alarm devices as required.
Replace panel with 24-circuit minimum panel and provide correct 20A/1P circuit
breakers in lieu of twin breakers.
Replace motion sensor switches as required and update balance of lighting controls to
meet 2015 IECC energy code.
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ORIGINAL MAINTENANCE GARAGE
1954
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MECHANICAL
Systems Description
The garages are heated by hot water unit heaters. Ventilation for the east side garage is
provided by wall mounted exhaust fans. Ventilation for the west garage was provided by
a vechicle exhaust capture system. This system is no longer operational.
The boiler system providing hot water to the unit heaters is located on the upper level.
See Youth Center section for boiler system information.

Wall mounted exhaust fan

Wall mounted exhaust fan

Typical hot water unit heater

Typical hot water unit heater
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Vehicle exhaust capture system

Typical ceiling mounted hot water unit heater

Condition of System
The unit heaters appear to be in poor condition.
The exhaust capture system appears to be in good condition; however, it is not used.
The wall mounted exhaust fans appear to be in poor condition.

Code Violations
No code violations were observed.

Recommendations
The unit heaters and wall mounted exhaust fans should be replaced. The exhaust
capture system is no longer used and should be removed.
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PLUMBING
Systems Description
The existing water distribution system consists of a 1-1/2” cw service with a 1-1/2”
water meter and no backflow preventer. A separate 4” fire protection service serves
this building. The water heating system consists of (1) one 40 gallon 40,000 BTU
gas fired storage tank type water heater. No hot water recirculation exists. This water
service and heater also serves the upstairs “Original Youth Center”.
The water piping system is primarily of copper construction.
The existing waste and vent system consists of cast iron and galvanized piping with
repairs done with schedule 40 PVC.
The roof drainage system consists of cast iron piping and repairs done with schedule 40
PVC piping with roof drains that connect to an underground storm sewer, which
discharges to the city sewer.
The police garage has floor drains that drain to triple garage basins in two
separate garage areas.
The garage toilet room has a floor mount tank type water closet and a cast iron service
sink.

Condition of System
The existing water distribution system appears to be in good condition.
The waste, vent and storm sewer piping appears to be in good condition.
The fixtures appear to be in acceptable condition.

Code Violations
No backflow preventer was existing.

Recommendations
An approved reduced pressure backflow preventer (RPZ) must be installed along with
a floor drain within 5’- 0”.
Maintain the systems as required.
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1-1/2” Water Service

Garage Toilet Room

Garage Domestic water Piping

Storm Piping

Oil Triple Basins #1

Oil Triple basins #2
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Water Heater (upstairs)

ELECTRICAL
Systems Description
There are four panels in this building as follows:
A 500A 120/208V 3-phase, 4-wire panel with 500A/3P main circuit breaker and 40circuits, a 225A 120/240V single phase, 3-wire main lug only panel with 30-circuits,
and two 100A 120/208V 3-phase, 4-wire main lug only panels with 24-circuit.
There are fire alarm system pull stations and audio/visual alarms present.
Interior lighting consists of industrial fluorescent fixtures, HID highbay fixtures and
porcelain keyless incandescent sockets.
Exit signs with emergency battery back-up are present.
Exterior lighting consists of HID wall mounted and floodlight type fixtures with old
surface square under overhang area.
Interior lighting control consists of local area switches.
Receptacles are a combination of 15 amp and 20 amp rated devices.

500A 120/208V 3-PH,4W
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100A 120/208V 3PH,4W MLO

100A 120/208V 3PH,4W MLO

225A 120/240V 1-PH, 3W MLO

Fire alarm audio/visual alarm

Fire alarm system pull stations

Industrial fluorescent light
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Industrial fluorescent light

HID highbay light

Industrial fluorescent light Porcelain keyless socket with incandescent lamp
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Exit sign with emergency battery back-up

Exterior HID fixtures
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Exterior fixture

Local area light switching

Local area light switching

20A receptacles

15A receptacle

Open box on exterior wall

Open box on interior wall
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Condition of System
The 500A distribution panel is older but appears to be in average condition. The other
three panels are also in average condition.
Fire alarm devices are in average condition.
Industrial fluorescent fixtures are in average to poor condition. HID highbay fixtures are
in average condition. Incandescent sockets are in poor condition.
Exit signs are in good condition.
.
Exterior lighting fixtures are in average to poor condition.
Interior lighting controls are in average condition.
Receptacles are in average to poor condition with some showing over paint.

Code Violations
Insufficient fire alarm visual and audio/visual alarms.
Insufficient emergency battery lighting.
Lighting controls do not meet 2015 IECC energy code.
Open junction boxes on exterior and interior of building.

Recommendations
Install additional fire alarm visual and audio/visual alarm devices as required.
Install additional emergency battery lighting units as required.
Close up and make safe open junction boxes.
Upgrade interior lighting controls to meet 2015 IECC.
Upgrade exterior lighting utilizing LED type fixtures.
Replace receptacles as required.
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ORIGINAL YOUTH CENTER
AT UPPER LEVEL 1958,
USED BY POLICE & FIRE
DEPARTMENTS
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MECHANICAL
Systems Description
The building is heated by a Laars boiler model NTH399NXN3, high efficiency 399 mbh
input, date of manufacture 2014. Hot water is circulated throughout the building by an
inline pump. The boiler also has a circulating pump. Hot water is supplied to baseboard
fintube and unit heaters throughout the building.
The office has a thru the wall air conditioning unit for cooling and baseboard fintube for
heating. The office on the 1st floor has a wall mounted ductless split system for cooling,
Friedrich model MW18C3F, date of manufacture 2004. The associated condensing unit
is on the roof.

High efficiency boiler

Boiler circulator pump

Inline distribution pump for the building

Fintube mounted near ceiling in bathroom
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Typical baseboard fintube

Typical baseboard fintube

1st floor office ductless split system

Toilet exhaust fan (very noisy)

Thru wall air conditioner in office

Thru wall air conditioner in office
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Condition of System
The boiler is approximately 4 years old and appears to be in good condition. The
expected useful life of this type of equipment is 25 years. It is assumed the associated
pump is the same age as the boiler and it also appears to be in good condition.
The fintube covers appear to be old (probably original) and in poor condition.
The thru wall AC unit appears to be in poor condition. Age unknown.
The ductless split system is approximately 14 years old and appears to be in fair
condition. The expected useful life of this type of equipment is 15 years.
The toilet exhaust fan is very noisy and in poor condition.

Code Violations
Non-code compliant combustion air intake for the water heater.

Recommendations
Replace the fintube covers and any damaged or deteriorated fintube.
Replace the thru wall AC unit when it fails.
Replace the ductless split system in the near future.
The boiler system should not need replacing for many years.
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PLUMBING
Systems Description
The existing water distribution system consists of a 1-1/2” cw service with a 1-1/2” water
meter and no backflow preventer. A separate 4” fire protection serves this building. The
water heating system consists of (1) one 40 gallon 40,000 BTU gas fired storage tank
type water heater. No hot water recirculation exists. This water service and heater also
serve the Police Garage downstairs.
The water piping system is primarily of copper construction.
The existing waste and vent system consists of cast iron and galvanized piping with
repairs done with schedule 40 PVC.
The roof drainage system consists of cast iron piping and repairs done with schedule 40
PVC piping with roof drains that connect to an underground storm sewer, which
discharges to the city sewer.
The women’s toilet room has 3 sink rough-ins however only 1 sink was installed. Floor
mount flush valve water closets are installed but the toilet room was out of service at the
time of the survey.
The men’s toilet room has 3 sink rough-ins and only 2 sinks are installed. Two (2)
urinals and 2 floor mount flush valve water closets are installed.
The janitors closet has a standard cast iron service sink and faucet.

Condition of System
The existing water distribution system appears to be in fair condition. Although many
fixtures were not working properly.
The waste, vent and storm sewer piping has many repairs due to leaks from corrosion
or frozen pipes.
Cast iron storm piping in the stair well leaks.
The fixtures appear to be in very poor condition with many fixtures not working at all.

Code Violations
The women’s room sink waste piping trap is too far from the vent.
The service sink faucet does not have a backflow preventer or vacuum relief.
No expansion tank installed.
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The sanitary piping below the toilet rooms is exposed to the elements in the loading
dock. This will and has caused pipes to freeze and break.

Recommendations
Sink drain piping must be re-piped to install the vent within 3’-6” of the P-trap.
Install a back flow preventer, vacuum relief or a faucet with an integral vacuum relief.
Install an expansion tank.
Heat tape and insulation should be installed on all exterior drain piping. Another option
would be to install a conditioned soffit to keep the pipes from freezing.
Maintain the systems as required.

1-1/2” water service (in garage)

Broken Toilet Seat cover

Flush valve

Exposed Toilet Rm Waste Piping
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Leaking Storm Pipe

Service sink

Water closet

Water Heater
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Urinal

ELECTRICAL
Systems Description
The Youth Center utilizes two electrical panels as follows: The first panel is a
200A120/240V 3-phase, 4-wire panel that appears to be a main lug only type with
30- circuits and a time clock. The second panel is a 100A 120/240V single phase,
3-wire panel with a 100A/2P main circuit breaker and 32-circuits.
The Youth Center utilizes a Fire-Lite MS-5024UD 5-zone fire alarm control panel with
Keltron wireless transceiver, pull stations, audio/visual alarms, visual alarms and smoke
detectors.
Interior lighting consists of surface mounted fluorescent strips, surface mounted
fluorescent wraparounds, surface wall mounted fluorescent, surface mounted track with
cylinder heads, and surface mounted fixtures with exposed incandescent lamps.
There are ceiling fans present.
There are emergency battery lights present and exit signs with battery back-up.
Exterior lighting consists of HID surface mounted wallpacks.
Interior lighting appears to be controlled by photocell.
Receptacles installed are a mix of both 15 and 20 amp rated devices.
There are hand dryers installed in the restrooms.

200 Amp 120/240V 3-phase, 4-wire Panel
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100A 120/240V 1-phase, 3-wire Panel

Fire Alarm Control Panel

Exit and Emergency Light

Fire Alarm visual alarm & smoke detector

Fire Alarm pull station and audio/visual alarm
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Fire Alarm pull station and audio/visual

Fluorescent strip lights

Fluorescent strip and track lights

Fluorescent wraparound

Open box with exposed wire

Wall mt’d fluorescent with missing lens

Incandescent light with exposed lamps

Fluorescent wraparounds

Ceiling fan

Emergency Battery Light
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Exit sign

Fluorescent wraparound with broken lens

Exterior HID wallpacks

15 and 20 amp receptacles

Interior lighting controls

15 amp receptacle with over paint

15 amp receptacles
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Hand Dryer

Hand Dryer

Condition of System
The 200 amp panel is in poor condition and was installed in 1978. The 100 amp panel is
in very good condition.
The fire alarm panel and system are an older zoned system and in average condition
with exposed cabling in most locations.
Interior lighting fixtures are generally in poor condition with broken and missing lenses.
Emergency lights and exit signs are in average to good condition.
Exterior lights appear to be in average condition.
Interior lighting controls are in average condition.
Exterior photocell is in average condition.
20 amp receptacles are in good conditions while the 15 amp devices are in poor
condition with overpaint.
Hand dryers are in average to good condition.

Code Violations
Existing lighting fixtures do not meet the new 2015 IECC energy code for energy
efficiency.
Lighting controls do not meet the 2015 IECC energy code.
Insufficient emergency lighting in restrooms.
Open boxes with exposed wire present.
There are extension cords present in the ceiling space.
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Recommendations
Replace interior lighting fixtures with new LED energy efficient type lighting throughout.
Replace interior lighting controls as required to meet the 2015 IECC.
Install additional emergency battery lighting as required.
Close up open boxes with exposed wiring.
Replace 15 amp receptacles with new devices and face plates.
Upgrade existing fire alarm system to an addressable type system.
Replace the 1978 – 200A 120/240V 3-phase, 4-wire panel.
Provide additional receptacles as required to remove the existing extension cords.
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FIRE STATION NO. 2
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MECHANICAL
Systems Description
The living quarters are heated and cooled by thru the wall packaged termninal units.
The heat pump unit is approximately 2 years old and the other unit is approximately 4
years old.
The Apparatus Bay is heated by Re-Verber-Ray radiant heaters. The Apparatus Bay
also has a Plymovent vehicle exhaust capture system.
The various storage rooms have electric heaters.

Thru wall heat pump

Thru wall PTAC in bunk room

Thru wall exhaust fan in storage room
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Radiant heater in Apparatus Bay

Plymovent vehicle exhaust capture system

Electric unit heater in storage room

Plymovent fan and control panel

Electric wall heater in toilet

Air compressor

Ceiling cabinet exhaust fan in toilet
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Condition of System
The packaged terminal units are approximately 2 to 4 years old and appear to be in
good condition. The expected useful life of this type of equipment is 15 years.
The Plymovent exhaust capture system in the Apparatus Bay appears to be in good
condition. The expected useful life of this type of equipment is 20 years.
The Re-Verber-Ray radiant heaters in the Apparatus Bay appear to be in good
condition. The expected useful life of this type of equipment is 20 years.

Code Violations
No code required exhaust fan in toilet

Recommendations
Provide code required exhaust fan in toilet.
The other equipment in the building appears to be in good condition and should not
need replacing in the near future.
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PLUMBING
Systems Description
The existing water distribution system consists of a 1-1/2” cw service with a 1-1/2” water
meter and no backflow preventer. The water heating system consists of (1) one 40
gallon 4.5 kw tank type water heater. No hot water recirculation or expansion tank
exists.
The water piping system is primarily of copper construction.
The existing waste and vent systems consist of cast iron piping.
The roof drainage systems consist of cast iron piping with roof drains that connect to an
underground storm sewer, which discharges to the city sewer.
The toilet rooms have floor mount tank type water closets and standard wall mount
lavatories.
A service sink is installed in the apparatus bay.
No oil triple garage basin was visible on during the site survey.
The janitor’s closet has a mop basin and standard wall mounted service sink faucet with
integral vacuum breaker.
A residential washing machine is installed.

Condition of System
The existing water distribution system appears to be in good condition.
The waste, vent and storm sewer piping appears to be in good working condition.
All fixtures and equipment appear to be in good condition.

Code Violations
No backflow preventer (RPZ) is currently installed on the water service.
An oil triple garage basin was not seen on site. A triple basin is required by code. If one
does not exist, a triple basin must be installed.
No expansion tank is installed
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Recommendations
Install a Reduced pressure backflow preventer (RPZ) and a floor drain within 5’- 0”
of the RP2.
If a triple basin is not installed, one should be added.
Install expansion tank.
Maintain the systems as required.

Mop Basin

Water Heater

Wash. Mach. Waste

1-1/2” Water Service
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Wash. Mach. Water

Water closet

Lavatory

Service Sink

Apparatus Bay

Apparatus Bay

Storm Piping

Hose Bib
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ELECTRICAL
Systems Description
The building appears to be serviced by a 400A 277/480V 3-phase, 4-wire service with a
C/T & meter fitting on the exterior wall and a main panel on the interior. We could not
confirm this panel as it was not accessible.There are four additional panels in the
building as follows: Panel L.1. is a 225A 120/208V 3-phase, 4-wire main circuit breaker
panel with 42 circuits. There is a 250A 120/240V single phase, 3-wire main lug only
panel with 42 circuits, a 100A 120/240V single phase, 3-wire main lug only panel with
16 circuits and a 60A 120/240V single phase panel with a 50A/2P main circuit breaker
and 8 circuits. There are two transformers present and are: 15 KVA 480120/240V single phase, 3-wire and a 75 KVA 480V-120/208V 3-phase, 4-wire.
There is a 10 year old Katolight 120/208V natural gas emergency generator present
with an Asco automatic transfer switch and remote annunciator panel.
There is a Fire-lite MS-5024UD 5-zone fire alarm panel with Keltron transceiver, pull
stations, smoke detection, visual and audio/visual alarms in the building.
Interior lighting consists of a combination of surface and pendant mounted linear
fluorescent wraparound fixtures and recessed can lights.
There are exit signs present with battery back-up.
Exterior lighting consists of HID wall packs.
Interior lighting controls consist of local room switches.
Exterior lighting appears to be time clock controlled.
Receptacles are rated 15 amp and 20 amps with GFCI type at required locations.

Electrical panel and transfer switch

277/480V main panel – not accessible
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225A 250V breaker, load side of 75KVA

Panel L.1. 225A 120/208V

250A 120/240V 1-phase,3-wire Main Lug Only panel

60A 120/240V 1-phase,3-wire panel

100A 120/240V 1-phase,3-wire panel
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15 KVA transformer

Asco transfer switch

75 KVA transformer

Katolight Generator
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Generator remoter annunciator

Fire alarm control panel

Fire alarm system visual alarm

Fire alarm system smoke detector

Fluorescent wraparound fixtures

Recessed can light

Exit sign

Exterior HID wallpacks
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Local light switches

15 amp receptacle

20 amp GFCI receptacle

20A receptacle with adapter

Condition of System
The exterior C/T, panels and transformers are in good condition.
The generator is 10 years old and is in good operating condition. The transfer switch
and remote annunciator are in good condition.
The fire alarm system appears to be operational and in good condition.
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Interior lighting is in average condition.
Exit signs are in good condition.
Exterior wall packs are in poor condition with yellowed lenses.
Interior lighting controls are in average condition.
Receptacles are in good condition.

Code Violations
The main electrical panel, 75 KVA transformer, Panel L.1., and transfer switch do not
have code required clearances in front of them as the area is being used for storage.
The interior lighting controls do not meet 2015 IECC energy code requirements.

Recommendations
Provide required clearance in front of electrical equipment.
Replace existing exterior HID wall packs with new LED type fixtures.
Upgrade interior lighting controls to meet the 2015 IECC energy code.
Upgrade the fire alarm system to an addressable type system.
Upgrade interior lighting to LED type fixtures.
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PUBLIC WORKS FACILITY
2004
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MECHANICAL
Systems Description
The building is heated and cooled by two (2) air handling units located on the
mechanical mezzanine. Both units have refrigerant cooling coils, a duct furnace and a
separate return fan. ASU-1 is a Carrier 39LA12KA, manufacture date 2003. ASU-2 is a
Carrier 39LA06KA, manufacture date 2003. The associated condensing units are
located at grade. Carrier model 38AKS016, 15 ton capacity, manufacture date 2003,
serves ASU-1. Carrier model 38ARZ008, 7.5 ton capacity, manufacture date 2003,
serves ASU-2.
ASU-1 serves the north offices. The supply duct serving the exterior spaces is buried
with floor register supplies at the exterior walls. Zone control is provided by electric duct
heaters. The duct heaters are controlled by a wall mounted thermostat in each zone.
ASU-2 serves the Locker rooms and Work shops along the east side of the building. All
spaces are controlled by one thermostat located in the sign shop. This thermostat
controls one electric duct heater.
The mezzanine mechanical space also contains a make up air unit (MUA-1) serving the
Lift Bay. This unit is a gas fired packaged furnace and blower with separated
combustion. MUA-1 is a Reznor model SCE350-6-SMV, manufacture date 2003. The
Lift Bay is also heated by Reznor gas fired unit heaters.
The Wash Bay is heated by a ducted gas fired unit heater.
Exhaust for both the Wash Bay and Lift Bay is provided by roof mounted exhaust fans.
The fans are controlled by a ToxAlert carbon monoxide detection system.
Exhaust for the locker rooms and associated toilets is provided by an inline exhaust fan.
The zone thermostats and associated air handling equipment are connected to a
building automation system (BAS). BAS manufacturer is Automated Logic.

Air handling unit ASU-1

Air handling unit ASU-2
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Duct furnace for ASU-1

Duct furnace for ASU-2

Make up air unit MUA-1

Condensing units serving ASU-1 & 2

Typical electric duct heater

Typical floor registers in north offices
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Locker room exhaust fan

Typical zone sensor

ToxAlert carbon monoxide system

ToxAlert sensor in Wash Bay

Typical gas fired unit heater in Lift Bay

Ductwork from MUA-1 in Lift Bay
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Condition of System
The air-handling units are approximately 15 years old and appear to be in good
condition. The expected useful life of this type of equipment is 20 years.
The associated duct furnaces are approximately 15 years old and appear to be in fair
condition. The expected useful life of this type of equipment is 15 years.
The associated condensing units are approximately 15 years old and appear to be in
fair condition. The expected useful life of this type of equipment is 15 years.
The electric duct heaters are approximately 15 years old and appear to be in fair
condition, based on limited visibility. The expected useful life of this type of equipment is
15 years.
The gas fired unit heaters in the garages are approximately 15 years old and appear to
be in good condition. The expected useful life of this type of equipment is 15 years.
The exhaust fans are approximately 15 years old and appear to be in fair condition. The
expected useful life of this type of equipment is 20 years.

Code Violations
No code violations were observed.

Recommendations
The duct furnaces, electric duct heaters and condensing units are at the end of their
expected useful lives and should be replaced in the near future.
With proper maintenance, the air handling units and exhaust fans should not need
replacing for at least another 5 years.
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PLUMBING
Systems Description
The existing water distribution system consists of a 6” diameter combined water service
that feeds the domestic water system and the fire protection system. There is a 3” water
meter and a 4” reduced pressure backflow preventer serving the domestic water. The
water heating system consists of (1) one 80 gallon 140,000 BTU storage type water
heater. The domestic hot and cold water system appears to be a down feed system with
a hot water return pump at the heater in the mezzanine mechanical room to return the
hot water to the water heating system.
The water piping system is primarily of copper construction.
The existing waste and vent system consists schedule 40 PVC.
The roof drainage system consists of schedule 40 PVC with roof drains that connect to
an underground storm sewer, which discharges to the city sewer.
The maintenance garage has trench drains the drain to a triple garage basin.
The maintenance garage has an emergency eyewash and an emergency shower. Both
have thermostatic mixing valves at the fixture.
Single height drinking fountains are present.
Mop basins and service sinks with integral mop basins are present.
Locker rooms have standard wall mounted lavatories, wall mounted flush valve water
closets and ADA showers.
Office area toilet rooms have wall mounted flush valve water closets and wall mounted
lavatories with metering faucets.

Condition of System
The existing water distribution system appears to be in good condition.
The waste, vent and storm sewer piping appears to be in good condition.
All fixtures and equipment appear to be in good condition.

Code Violations
Water feed to the emergency shower thermostatic mixing valve is undersized. 1” cold
water and 1” hot water should be supplied to the thermostatic mixing valve with a 1-1/4”
tempered water pipe feeding the emergency shower. Currently all pipes are ¾”.
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Just below the emergency shower’s thermostatic mixing valve a garden hose
is connected with no back flow preventer or vacuum relief valve.

Recommendations
Remove and replace existing ¾” cold water and hot water to the nearest 1-1/4” mains. A
1” cold water and hot water pipe should be routed to the inlet sides of the thermostatic
mixing valve. 1-1/4” tempered water should be routed from the outlet of the thermostatic
mixing valve to the emergency shower.
The house and connection should be removed or a backflow preventer / vacuum relief
valve should be installed to eliminate the potential for domestic water contamination.
Maintain all systems as required.

6” Water service

domestic water RPZ
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Triple basin oil vents

Exterior Triple Basins

Office Area Toilet Room

Locker Room Shower

Locker Room Urinals

Em Shower

TMV
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Drinking fountain

EM Eyewash

Hot Water Return Pump
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Water Heater

ELECTRICAL
Systems Description
The service to the building consists of a pad mounted utility transformer, 1200A
120/208V 3-phase, 4-wire exterior C/T and meter, 1200 amp 120/208V 3-phase, 4-wire
Main Distribution Panel with 1200A/3P main circuit breaker. The building has six
additional panels as follows: Panel PP1 - 600A 240V 3-phase, 3-wire main lug only 57circuit, Panel PP2 - 400A 240V 3-phase, 3-wire main lug only 42-circuit, Panel LP1 –
250A 120/208V 3-phase, 4-wire main lug only 42-circuit, Panel RP1 - 250A 120/208V
3-phase, 4-wire main lug only 42-circuit, Panel RP2 - 250A 120/208V 3-phase, 4-wire
main lug only 42-circuit, Panel EM – 125A 120/208V 3-phase, 4-wire with 60A/3P main
circuit breaker and 30-circuits. Panel EM is connected to a Zenith 60A automatic
transfer switch.
The building has a Notifier AFP-200 addressable fire alarm system with Keltron
transceiver, tamper/flow switches, pull stations, audio/visual alarms, visual alarms and
smoke/ heat detectors.
Interior lighting consists of pendant HID, pendant direct/indirect fluorescent, wall
mounted fluorescent, pendant fluorescent wraparound, surface mounted wraparound
fluorescent, and wall mounted vaportight fluorescent.
There are exit signs and emergency battery lights present.
Exterior lighting consists of HID wall mounted luminaires, HID recessed down lights in
canopy, HID pole mounted “shoe boxes”, HID pole mounted flood lights and HID pole
mounted round luminaires.
Interior lighting controls consist of local room switching.
Exterior lighting appears to be controlled via exterior mounted photocell.
Receptacles are 20A rated devices with GFCI type located at sinks.

Transformer, C/T and meter

MDP
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1200A/3P Main circuit breaker

Panel PP2

Panel PP1

Panel LP1

Panel RP2

Panel RP1
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Panel EM

Zenith ATS

Main Fire Alarm Panel

Fire Alarm Battery Back-up

Keltron Transceiver

Pullstation & audio/visual alarm
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Audio/visual Alarm

Visual Alarm

Smoke detector

Tamper & Flow switches

Pendant HID

Pendant HID
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Pendant direct/indirect fluorescent

Wall mounted fluorescent

Pendant fluorescent wraparound

Surface fluorescent wraparound

Surface vaportight fluorescent
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Exit Sign

Emergency Battery Light

Exit Sign

Emergency Battery Light

Emergency Battery Light

Emergency Battery Light

Recessed HID in Canopy

Exterior Wall Mounted HID
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Pole mounted HID Floodlights & Shoebox

Pole Mounted Round HID

Photocell

Local Room Switching

Local switching

Local Room Switching

20A Receptacle

20A GFCI Receptacle
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20A GFCI Receptacle

Condition of System
Exterior C/T & Meter, MDP and all panels are in good to very good condition.
Fire alarm system is in very good condition.
Interior lighting fixtures are in good condition and have many years of useful life.
Exit signs and emergency battery lights are in good to very good condition.
Exterior lighting fixtures are in good to very good condition.
Interior lighting switches are in average to good condition.
Receptacles are in average to good condition.

Code Violations
Lighting controls do not meet the 2015 IECC energy code requirements.
There are no emergency lighting fixtures present at exterior means of egress doors.

Recommendations
Upgrade lighting controls to meet the 2015 IECC requirements.
Install emergency lighting at exterior means of egress.
Replace receptacles and finish plates as required.
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WATER TOWER / RECREATION
DEPARTMENT
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MECHANICAL
Systems Description
The main heating and cooling for this building is provided by two (2) rooftop units and
one (1) boiler. The rooftop units are gas heating and electric cooling. They serve most
of the spaces in the building. The unit located on the east roof is a York model ZE036, 3
ton cooling capacity, manufactured in 2017. The unit located on the west roof is a
Lennox model LGA060, 5 ton cooling capacity, manufactured in 2006. The boiler is a
Peerless model MI-09-SPRK-WPC, 260 mbh input, date of manufacture 1997. The
boiler provides hot water to radiators located throughout the building. Hot water is
circulated by an inline pump.
Electric unit heaters serve the rear storage room and an office near the rear of the
building has an electric baseboard heater.

Rooftop unit on west roof

Rooftop unit on east roof
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Hot water boiler

Inline hot water pump

Typical hot water radiator

Electric fintube rear office

Wall mounted electric unit heater

Ductwork above the mechanical room.

Condition of System
The east rooftop unit is approximately 1 year old and appears to be in good condition.
The expected useful life of this type of equipment is 15 years.
The west rooftop unit is approximately 12 years old and appear to be in fair condition.
The expected useful life of this type of equipment is 15 years.
The boiler is approximately 21 years old and appear to be in good condition. The
expected useful life of this type of equipment is 25 years. The associated pump appears
to be in fair condition. The age is not known. The expected useful life of this type of
equipment is 10 years.
The electric unit heaters and baseboard appear to be in fair condition. The expected
useful life of this type of equipment is 13 years.

Code Violations
No code violations were observed.
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Recommendations
Replace the west rooftop unit in the next 3 to 5 years as it will be at the end of its
expected useful life.
Replace the boiler in the next 4 to 7 years as it will be at the end of its expected useful
life. Replace the inline hot water pump when it fails.
Replace the electric heaters when they fail.
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PLUMBING
Systems Description
The existing water distribution system consists of a 4” diameter combined water service
that feeds the domestic water system and the fire protection system. There is a 1-1/2””
water meter and reduced pressure backflow preventer serving the domestic water
system. The water heating system consists of (1) one 40 gallon 34,000 BTU storage
type water heater. The domestic hot and cold water system appears to be a down feed
system with a hot water return pump at the heater in the mezzanine mechanical room to
return the hot water to the water heating system.
The water piping system is primarily of copper construction.
The existing waste and vent system consists schedule 40 PVC.
Toilet rooms have wall mounted flush valve water closets and standard wall mounted
lavatories with metering faucets.

Condition of System
The existing water distribution system appears to be in good condition.
The waste and vent piping appears to be in good condition.
All fixtures and equipment appear to be in good condition with the exception of the
men’s toilet room water closet flush valve. When flushed, the valve leaks from the top of
the flush tube.

Code Violations
No violations noticed.

Recommendations
Repair flush valve by replacing seals.
Maintain all systems as required.
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Combined Water Service

Water Heater

Domestic RPZ

Toilet Room.
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ELECTRICAL
Systems Description
The service to the building consists of a 400 amp 277/480V 3-phase, 4-wire service with
a 400A,480V fusible main switch and a 400A 277/480V 3-phase,4-wire main distribution
panel (MDP). The distribution panel feeds a 75 KVA 480-120/208V transformer which
feeds a 200 amp 120/208V 30-circuit panel with 200A/3P main circuit breaker. The
distribution panel also feeds a 37-1/2 KVA 480-120/240V single-phase,3-wire
transformer which feeds a 200A, 250V disconnect switch and then feeds a 200A
120/240V single-phase, 3-wire 40-circuit main lug only panel. A 225A 120/240V singlephase, 3-wire 30 circuit main lug only panel is sub-fed from the previously mentioned
200A 120/240V panel.
The building has a Fire-Lite MS-9050UD addressable fire alarm system with Keltron
transceiver, tamper/flow switches, pull stations, audio/visual alarms, visual alarms and
smoke detection.
Interior lighting consists of lay-in 2’x4’ fluorescent, surface mounted 2’x2’ fluorescent,
exposed globe lamps in keyless screw-in sockets, recessed fluorescent down lights,
recessed down lights with LED lamps, pendant mounted fluorescent direct/indirect, and
surface mounted fluorescent industrial type.
There are exit signs and emergency battery lights present.
Exterior lighting consists of an arm mounted globe fixture at main entrance.
Lighting controls consist of local room switching and time clock for exterior and tower
lights.
Receptacles are 20A rated devices with GFCI type at sinks.

400A 480V Fusible Main

400A 277/480V MDP
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75KVA transformer & 200A 120/208V panel

200A 250V Disc.Sw.

37-1/2KVA transformer panel

200A 120/240V 40-circ. and 225A 120/240V 30-circ. panels

Fire Alarm System Control Panel

Keltron Wireless Transceiver
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Visual Alarm

Tamper/Flow Switch

Audio/Visual Alarm

Pull Station & Audio/visual Alarm

Smoke Detector

2’x4’ Fluorescent lay-in
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2’x4’ Fluorescent lay-in

2’x2’ surface fluorescent

Exposed Globe Lamps

Recessed Fluorescent down light

Pendant Fluorescent direct/indirect

Fluorescent industrial

Exit Sign

Emergency Battery Light
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Exit Sign & Emergency Battery Light

Exit Sign & Emergency Battery Light

Exterior Arm Mounted Globe

Local Room Switching

Local Room Switching

Local Room Switching
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Time clocks adjacent to panel

Typical receptacle

GFCI receptacle at sink

Exterior receptacle

Condition of System
The panels, transformers and disconnect switches are in good condition.
The Fire Alarm System is in good condition.
The interior lighting fixtures are in average condition with some lenses needing cleaning
or replacement.
The exit signs and emergency battery lights are in good condition.
The exterior globe fixture is in average condition.
Lighting control switches are in average to good condition. Time clocks appear to be in
average condition.
Receptacles are in average to good condition. Exterior receptacle is missing in-use
cover.
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Code Violations
Lighting controls do not meet the 2015 IECC energy code requirements.
Exterior receptacle does not appear to be GFCI protected and does not have a
weatherproof in-use cover.
There is no emergency battery lighting present at the exterior means of egress.

Recommendations
Upgrade lighting controls to meet the 2015 IECC requirements.
Replace interior lighting with new LED type light fixtures.
Install GFCI type exterior receptacle and weatherproof in-use cover.
Install emergency lighting at exterior means of egress.
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SCOUT CABIN
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MECHANICAL
Systems Description
The building is heated only. Heat is provided by electric baseboard fintube. The fintube
is controlled by wall mounted thermostats. The toilets have ceiling mounted cabinet
exaust fans controlled by a wall switch.

Typical electric fintube

Typical electric fintube

Thermostat for fintube heat

Typical toilet exhaust fan

Condition of System
Many of the fintube cabinets are dented, scratched and/or corroded. The toilet exhaust
fans appear to be in fair condition.

Code Violations
No code violations were observed.

Recommendations
Replace damaged fintube as required. Consider replacing with a heavier duty cabinet.
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PLUMBING
Systems Description
The existing water distribution system consists of a ¾” water service. The water heating
system consists of (1) one 6 gallon electric storage type water heater. The domestic hot
and cold water system appears to be a down feed system.
The water piping system is primarily of copper construction.
The existing waste and vent system consists of schedule 40 PVC.
Toilet rooms have floor mounted tank type water closets and wall mounted lavatories.
Men’s room has a wall mounted flush valve urinal.
Janitor’s closet has a laundry tub /service sink.
Kitchen area has a standard double bowl kitchen sink.

Condition of System
The existing water distribution system appears to be in good condition.
The waste and vent piping appears to be in good condition.
All fixtures and equipment appear to be in good working condition.

Code Violations
No expansion tank installed.

Recommendations
Install expansion tank on cold water side of water heater.
Maintain all systems as required.
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Water Heater

Water Closet

Toilet Room

Laundry Tub

Kitchen Sink
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ELECTRICAL
Systems Description
The service to the building consists of a 200 amp 120/240V single phase, 3-wire service
with a 200A 120/240V single phase, 3-wire 40 circuit panel with a 200A/2P main circuit
breaker. There is an additional 100 amp 120/240V single phase main lug only, 6 circuit
sub-panel.
The building is equipped with a Edwards “Fireshield” conventional 5-zone fire alarm
panel with battery back-up and Keltron wireless transceiver, pull stations, smoke
detection and audio/visual and visual alarms.
Interior lighting consists of 4’-0” surface mounted fluorescent wrap-around and round
surface mounted compact fluorescent lighting fixtures.
There are exit signs and emergency battery lights present.
Exterior lighting consists of round surface mounted fluorescent lighting fixtures located
at entry doors.
There are ceiling fans present in the high ceiling area with speed controller.
Lighting controls consist of local room switching.
Receptacles are a combination of 15 amp and 20 amp rated devices with GFCI type
located in kitchen area.

200 amp 120/240V single phase, 3-wire main panel
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Main panel

100 amp 120/240V single phase, 3-wire sub-panel

Fire Alarm System
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Fire Alarm System

Interior surface mounted 4’-0” fluorescent wraparounds

Interior round surface mounted compact fluorescent
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Exit signs and emergency battery lights

Exterior Lighting

Ceiling Fans

Lighting and ceiling fan controls

Receptacles
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Condition of System
The electrical panels are in average condition.
The Fire Alarm panel and devices are in average condition with the main panel being
an older zoned type panel.
The interior 4’-0” fluorescent wrap-around fixtures are in average to poor condition while
the round surface mounted compact fluorescent fixtures are in average condition.
The exit signs and emergency battery lights are in average to good condition.
Exterior lighting fixtures are in average condition.
Ceiling fans appear to be in good condition.
Lighting and fan controls are in average condition.
Receptacles are in average to poor condition.

Code Violations
There are no emergency battery lights present in the restrooms.
There is no emergency lighting present at the exterior means of egress.
Lighting controls do not meet the 2015 IECC energy code requirements.
There are two twin circuit breakers present in the 100A sub-panel.
The cover of the 200A panel does not appear to fit correctly around the main circuit
breaker as there appears to be a portion of a lug exposed.

Recommendations
Install additional emergency battery lighting required.
Upgrade lighting controls to meet the 2015 IECC requirements.
Replace interior lighting with new LED type light fixtures.
Replace receptacles and finish plates as required.
Replace existing 100A sub-panel with a 12-circuit minimum panel or reroute two of the
circuits to the 200A main panel replacing the two twin circuit breakers with single trip
type units in the sub-panel.
Adjust or replace the cover of the 200A main panel.
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CIVIL / SITE
EXISTING FACILITY EVALUATION FOR
THE VILLAGE OF RIVERSIDE
Prepared by: Jason Green, P.E., CPESC, DECI
March 9, 2018

W-T Group | Civil Engineering | Project No. CE18014

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
It is our understanding that the Village requires a civil engineering site assessment for the
following Facilities;
1. Village Hall Property, 27 Riverside Road
Village Hall
Police Department
Fire Department Headquarters
Original Service Garage and Oil Storage 1938
Original Maintenance Garage 1954
Original Youth Center used by Police & Fire Departments @ Upper Level 1958
2. Fire Station No. 2, 61 Pine Avenue
3. Public Works Facility 2004, 3860 Columbus Boulevard
4. Water Tower / Recreation Department, 10 Pine Avenue
5. Scout Building, 417 Fairbank Road
This report has been compiled to describe and recommend improvements to the existing parking
lot pavement, existing sidewalks, ADA requirements, utility structures and miscellaneous site
amenities.

REFERENCE INFORMATION
This report has been based on old plans for the various site facilities provided by Client, visual
observations (no survey equipment was used) and photos that were taken during the site visit.
The plans that were received, had very little site information to provide any significant information.
Evaluation of the existing pavement was performed using the PASER system, which is an
acronym for Pavement Surface Evaluation and Rating system. PASER is a visual survey used
to evaluate the condition of pavement surfaces, that visually rates the surface condition of
pavement from a scale of 1 to 10. Rating 1 would be considered a failed condition and 10 being
a pavement in excellent condition. Guidelines for rating the pavement surface using the PASER
system have been developed by the Michigan Transportation Asset Management Council
(TAMC). PASER system is nearly accepted by the Federal Highway Agency (FHWA) and the
State of Illinois. It should be noted that the PASER rating reflects the condition of the pavement
surface, and not the structural condition of the pavement or the remaining surface life of the
pavement. We recommend that a Geotechnical Engineer is engaged for additional testing in order
to confirm existing conditions and exact scope/extent of improvements. The PASER rating
numbers will be referenced in this report. The PASER system rating list is located in Appendix A
for reference.

SITE OBSERVATIONS
GENERAL
A site visit was performed by W-T Group staff on February 14, 2018, of the above listed Facilities.
During this visit, there was a substantial amount of snow cover on the ground. The majority of
paved areas and sidewalks were clear of snow, however several areas, such as existing curbs
and areas where pavement abuts to a building were not clearly visible at the time of the site visit.
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FACILITY #1. Village Hall Property - Village Hall, Police Department, Fire
Department Headquarters, Original Service Garage and Oil Storage 1938, Original
Maintenance Garage 1954, Original Youth Center used by Police & Fire
Departments @ Upper Level 1958
The Township Hall (not included), Village Hall, Police Department, Fire Department
Headquarters, Original Service Garage and Oil Storage 1938, Original Maintenance Garage 1954
and Original Youth Center used by Police & Fire Departments @ Upper Level 1958 are all based
at one complex and have been evaluated all together. The following is a list of items that are of
concern and should be addressed. A site exhibit has been included to coincide with the items
that are listed for easy reference.
Plans that were used for reference for these facilities are the following; Village Hall General Plan
of West Addition, no date; Parking Lot Fuel Tanks C-F-1, Consoer Townsend, date 4-25-94; Site
Paving Plan & Demo, C-P-1 & C-P-2, John Victor Frega Assoc., date 4-25-94; Riverside
Community Center, Stowell Cook Frohlichstein, date 6-9-89; Site Plan, Consoer Townsend, date
1954; Riverside Townhall Remodel, A-1 & A-2, John Victor Frega Assoc., dated 7-26-77, Police
Station Floor Plan, Smith & Neubek Architects, date 6-7-71.
1. The existing ADA spaces are not clearly marked and should be re-striped per Illinois
Accessibility Code.
2. An ADA sign is missing at the west ADA space. The existing sign shall be measured to
verify that it is 5 feet above the surface to be compliant with the State Code. A new post
shall be installed at the west space in accordance with the Illinois Accessibility Code.
3. The existing curb ramp, existing curb and gutter and existing asphalt have greater than
the allowable 1/4-inch height difference for an acceptable ADA route. Additionally, the
sidewalk east of this curb ramp seems to indicate a cross slope greater than 2.0%. This
sidewalk and curb ramp shall be corrected to provide a maximum cross slope of 2.0% and
maximum height difference of less than 1/4-inch.
4. Existing asphalt has settled significantly below the existing depressed curb and gutter.
The asphalt shall be removed and replaced to match the top of curb to provide a constant
slope into the existing gutter.
5. This area of asphalt is showing signs of alligator cracking and per the PASER rating
system, would fall under the rating of 3 – Poor. Asphalt shall be removed and this area
shall be tested by a Geotechnical Engineer to determine whether this will require additional
structural support prior to installing new asphalt. There are 2 valve vaults located within
this asphalt area and are sitting above the pavement. At the time of new asphalt
installation these frames shall be set flush with the new asphalt.
6. The existing sidewalk located along the east side of the Fire Station #1 building does not
provide accessible ramps at either end of the sidewalk. Accessible ramps shall be
provided at both ends of this sidewalk to provide safe passage along this route.
7.

The existing asphalt has settled below the existing concrete along the driveway into the
fire station garage. New asphalt shall be laid flush with the existing concrete driveway.
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8. The existing concrete shows signs of excessive cracking and excessive cross slopes in
the sidewalk along Riverside Road. New concrete shall be poured with a maximum
cross slope of 2.0% in the sidewalk route along Riverside Road. Note it is likely that a
significant amount of asphalt/concrete pavement and reconfiguration will be needed in
order to rectify this.
9. The existing sidewalk has cross slopes greater than 2.0%. The sidewalk shall be removed
and replaced with new concrete that has a maximum cross slope of 2.0%. Note it is likely
that a significant amount of asphalt/concrete pavement and reconfiguration will be needed
in order to rectify this.
10. The existing sidewalk along Riverside Road has various areas with a cross slope greater
than 2.0%. These areas shall be inspected and removed and replaced where required to
maintain a maximum cross slope of 2.0% on this route. Note it is likely that a significant
amount of asphalt/concrete pavement and reconfiguration will be needed in order to rectify
this.
11. The existing curb ramp does not have the required 10:1 flares or a detectable warning at
a street crossing per the Illinois Accessibility Code. A new curb ramp shall be installed at
this location including 10:1 side flares, 12:1 ramp slope and a detectable warning plate
per the Illinois Accessibility Code. Note it is likely that a significant amount of
asphalt/concrete pavement and reconfiguration will be needed in order to rectify this.
12. The edge of the existing concrete depressed curb and gutter has broken sections. The
entire width of the depressed curb and gutter should be replaced with new concrete
depressed concrete curb and gutter in conjunction with the new curb ramp. Ensure new
depressed curb and gutter meets ADA requirements. Note it is likely that a significant
amount of asphalt/concrete pavement and reconfiguration will be needed in order to rectify
this.
13. The existing accessible ramp from the Police Station entrance to the Village Hall Entrance,
show several areas of excessive running slopes that are over 8.33% slope. The length of
the ramp is approximately 55 lineal feet and no landing was visible in the middle of the
run. Per the Illinois Accessibility Code, the maximum run length for a ramp is 30 feet when
the slope of the ramp is 8.33%. The existing railings for this ramp are not constructed per
the Illinois Accessibility Code to provide a handrail with no obstructions and extending the
rail 12-inches beyond the ramp. This accessible ramp shall be reconstructed per the
Illinois Accessibility Code.
14. The entrance door into the Police Station does not have a level landing in front of the door.
The slope outside the door is approximately 5.1% slope. A new landing shall be installed
outside the door at a maximum 2% slope in all directions for a distance of 60-inches per
the Illinois Accessibility Code. Ensure all stoops are tied into foundation in order to
minimize differential settlement and/or frost heave. Note, it may be required that removal
of additional concrete will be necessary to meet the ADA requirements.
15. A large crack in the concrete is located outside the east overhead garage door at Fire
Station #1. This concrete shall be replaced due to the evidence of settlement with
neighboring concrete panels. Ensure new concrete will be doweled into existing concrete
in order to minimize differential settlement and/or frost heave.
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16. This area of asphalt is showing signs of alligator cracking and per the PASER rating
system, would fall under the rating of 3 – Poor. Asphalt shall be removed and this area
shall be tested by a Geotechnical Engineer to determine whether this will require additional
structural support prior to installing new asphalt. The asphalt area between #P and #Q
seems to have been patched in the past and is still in fair condition.
17. This area of asphalt is showing signs of alligator cracking and per the PASER rating
system, would fall under the rating of 3 – Poor. Asphalt shall be removed and this area
shall be tested by a Geotechnical Engineer to determine whether this will require additional
structural support prior to installing new asphalt. This area seems to be the location of
previous fuel tanks that have been removed. Geotechnical Engineer should also test for
contaminants in this area.
18. This area shows that the existing concrete is not flush with adjacent concrete or asphalt
due to settlement of the pavement. The asphalt pavement shall be removed and replaced
to provide a flush transition with the existing concrete.
19. Existing catch basin has settled below the pavement. The existing frame and grate shall
be removed and reinstalled to be flush with surrounding pavement. Additionally,
installation of 4” underdrains around the structure to provide better drainage in this low
area should be considered. A Geotechnical Engineer could better determine if this would
be required due to groundwater issues in the areas. A detail of this is located in Appendix
B.
20. Existing concrete at overhead garage doors is cracked in various locations at both doors.
The cracks shall be filled in to prevent water from entering the cracks and undermining the
base and foundation. Ensure all stoops are tied into foundation in order to minimize
differential settlement and/or frost heave.
21. Entrance door at the Records and Training Facility, does not have a level landing in front
of the door. A new landing shall be installed outside the door at a maximum 2% slope in
all directions for a distance of 60-inches per the Illinois Accessibility Code. Ensure all
stoops are tied into foundation in order to minimize differential settlement and/or frost
heave. Note, it is likely that a significant amount of asphalt pavement and reconfiguration
will be needed in order to rectify this.
22. Existing catch basin has settled below the surrounding pavement. The existing frame and
grate shall be removed and reinstalled to be flush with surrounding pavement.
Additionally, installation of 4” underdrains around the structure to provide better drainage
in this low area should be considered. A Geotechnical Engineer could better determine if
this would be required due to groundwater issues in the areas. This detail is located in
Appendix B.
23. A segment of existing concrete is missing and an area of concrete has begun to spaul
from the concrete slab. This concrete area shall be repaired.
24. This area of asphalt is showing signs of alligator and slippage cracking and per the PASER
rating system, would fall under the rating of 3 – Poor. Asphalt shall be removed and this
area shall be tested by a Geotechnical Engineer to determine whether this will require
additional structural support prior to installing new asphalt.
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25. This area of asphalt is showing signs of alligator cracking and per the PASER rating
system, would fall under the rating of 3 – Poor. Asphalt shall be removed and this area
shall be tested by a Geotechnical Engineer to determine whether this will require additional
structural support prior to installing new asphalt.
26. This area of asphalt is showing signs transverse cracks and per the PASER rating system,
would fall under the rating of 3 – Poor. Asphalt shall be removed and this area shall be
tested by a Geotechnical Engineer to determine whether this will require additional
structural support prior to installing new asphalt.
27. There is a large crack in the asphalt along the pedestrian route and would be rated 7 –
Good per the PASER rating system. This crack should be crack filled to help prolong the
life of the asphalt surface.
28. The existing sidewalk does not have a complaint curb ramp per the Illinois Accessibility
Code and pieces of the existing curb and gutter are missing. A new curb ramp shall be
installed and the curb and gutter removed and replaced. Note it is likely that a significant
amount of asphalt/concrete pavement and reconfiguration will be needed in order to
rectify this.
29. Existing catch basin has settled below the surrounding pavement. The existing frame and
grate shall be removed and structure exposed. Install 4” perforated PVC piping around
the structure and tie into structure to drain away the water below pavement. A
Geotechnical Engineer could better determine if this would be required due to groundwater
issues in the areas. Also, installing a 6’ x 6’ square concrete collar around re-installed
frame will reduce the likelyhood of the frame to settle. New asphalt shall be installed to
match flush with new concrete collar. Details for this type of installation are located in
Appendix B.
30. Existing downspout discharges below grade at building foundation wall. It appears that
surface water has been entering through the foundation wall at this location. It was not
determined where the downspout was being discharged to. Further investigation would
be required.
31. The existing enclosed dumpster area has an asphalt base, which seems to be in good
condition. However outside of the dumpster enclosure there are signs of cracking in the
asphalt. We recommend 6-inch concrete pavement within and in front of the trash
enclosure.
32. A longitudinal crack is forming in asphalt and per PASER rating system, would fall under
the rating of 7 – Good. This crack should be crack filled to help prolong the life of the
asphalt surface.
33. A large crack is forming in the asphalt with additional settlement cracking just to the west
of the dumpster enclosure. Per the PASER rating system, it would fall under the rating of
- Poor. Being in the vicinity of the dumpster enclosure, this area would benefit from
installing a larger area at concrete pavement.
34. Existing west parking lot area in general, would be rated a 6 – Good per the PASER
rating system. The asphalt is showing signs of aging and having maintenance performed
in the near future should be considered.
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35. Existing east parking lot area in general, would be rated a 5 – Fair per the PASER rating
system. The asphalt is showing signs of aging and having a mill and overlay performed
in the near future should be considered.
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FACILITY #2. Fire Station No. 2
Fire Station No. 2 is located west of the Historic Water Tower site. The following is a list of items
that are of concern and should be addressed. A site exhibit has been included to coincide with
the items that are listed for easy reference.
1. Existing concrete has deteriorated to the point where the wire mesh within the concrete is
exposed. This portion of the concrete shall be patched with a concrete product, such as
an epoxy resin binder, for a short term solution. Removing and replacing this concrete
will provide a long term solution.
2. The existing pavement at the door’s threshold is deteriorating. This area of pavement shall
be repaired.
3. This area of asphalt is showing signs of alligator cracking and per the PASER rating
system, would fall under the rating of 4 – Fair. This area of asphalt shall be milled and
overlayed. It is recommended that a Geotechnical Engineer test the pavement section to
determine if additional undercutting would be required with structural fill before installing
the new asphalt pavement.
4. The existing downspout is discharging to grade at the building foundation. This can
cause future damage to the building's foundation wall and presently causes a safety
hazard of icing on the pavement. The downspout should discharge per applicable code
or if possible routed below grade to connect to a nearby storm sewer.
5. The existing downspout is discharging directly down to grade and at the building
foundation. This can cause future damage to the building's foundation wall. The
downspout should discharge per applicable code or if possible routed below grade to
connect to a nearby storm sewer.
6. The existing asphalt apron to the parking has signs of alligator cracking and per the
PASER rating system, would fall under the rating of 3 – Poor. The existing asphalt has
also settled below the existing depressed curb and gutter causing water to pond behind
the gutter. This area of asphalt shall be removed and replaced and be installed flush with
the existing depressed curb and gutter.
7. The existing concrete sidewalk has a cross slope of approximately 4.4% slope with
cracked panels. Existing concrete panels should be removed and replaced to the point
where the existing cross slope is met at a maximum 2.0% slope. Note, this may require
significant asphalt replacement in order to achieve the required slopes.
8. This area of asphalt is showing signs of alligator cracking and per the PASER rating
system, would fall under the rating of 3 – Poor. This area of asphalt shall be removed
and replaced. Note, a Geotechnical Engineer can test the pavement section and
determine if a full replacement would be required.
9. This area of asphalt is showing signs of alligator cracking and per the PASER rating
system, would fall under the rating of 3 – Poor. This area of asphalt shall be removed and
replaced.
Note, a Geotechnical Engineer can test the pavement section and determine if a
full replacement would be required.
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10. This area of asphalt is showing signs of longitudinal cracks and per the PASER rating
system, would fall under the rating of 2 – Very Poor. This area of asphalt shall be removed
and replaced by exposing the aggregate base and be tested by a Geotechnical Engineer
to determine whether this will require additional structural support prior to installing new
asphalt.
11. This area of asphalt is showing signs of longitudinal cracks with water ponding in the
cracks and per the PASER rating system, would fall under the rating of 2 – Very Poor.
This area of asphalt shall be removed and replaced by exposing the aggregate base and
be tested by a Geotechnical Engineer to determine whether this will require additional
structural support prior to installing new asphalt.
12. This area of asphalt is showing signs of longitudinal cracks with water ponding in the
cracks and per the PASER rating system, would fall under the rating of 2 – Very Poor.
This area of asphalt shall be removed and replaced by exposing the aggregate base and
be tested by a Geotechnical Engineer to determine whether this will require additional
structural support prior to installing new asphalt.
13. Existing west parking lot area in general, would be rated a 4 – Fair per the PASER rating
system. The asphalt is showing signs of aging and having a mill and overlay performed
in the near future should be considered.
14. The existing asphalt between the two buildings was difficult to evaluate, due to the snow
cover and the amount of vehicles parked here. However, ponding water was witnessed
on the pavement.
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FACILITY #3. Public Works Facility 2004
The Public Works Facility is located along the west bank of the Des Plaines River southeast of
downtown. The northeast portion of the property is located within the Floodway Zone AE per the
FIRM Map 17031C0479J, Map Revised August 19, 2008. Due to the snow cover on different
areas of the property, not all areas of the site were inspected. The following is a list of items that
are of concern and should be addressed. A site exhibit has been included to coincide with the
items that are listed for easy reference.
Plans that were used for reference for this facility are the following; Plumbing Plans, P0.10, Legat
Architects, date 12-12-02; Site Plan Garage, Consoer Townsend & Assoc., date 3-19-94.
1. This area of asphalt has water ponding and alligator cracking and per the PASER rating
system, would fall under the rating of 2 – Very Poor. This area of asphalt shall be removed
and replaced by exposing the aggregate base to determine whether this will require
additional structural support prior to installing new asphalt.
2. The existing concrete has settled and created a gap great than 1/4-inch wide and greater
than 1/4-inch height difference. The concrete shall be removed and replaced.
3. An existing large crack was witnessed and it is evident and that it has been crack filled in
the past. This area shall be inspected every year and crack fill as necessary.
4. Many cracks in the existing concrete that have been filled, with new cracks forming due to
the settlement of the concrete. The concrete should be removed and replaced with the
possibility of undercutting and installing structural fill prior to installing new concrete.
5. Existing downspouts discharge at grade across the existing concrete pedestrian route.
The downspouts should discharge per applicable code or pipe underground to prevent
water from sitting on the pavement.
6. Existing Accessible Parking spaces have been altered by grinding down the asphalt to
meet existing concrete. This has caused water to pond in this area and created a grade
break within the accessible route. The asphalt and concrete shall be removed and
replaced to be flush. This area shall be tested by a Geotechnical Engineer to determine
whether this will require additional structural support prior to installing new asphalt.
Accessible parking signs are missing and shall be installed per the Illinois Accessibility
Code.
7. Area of ponding water due to settled concrete was witnessed. Existing concrete to be
removed and replaced with possible undercuts for structural support for base.
8. Existing asphalt has settled from the existing concrete threshold for the overhead door,
creating a separation greater than 1/4-inch. Asphalt shall be removed and this area shall
be tested by a Geotechnical Engineer to determine whether this will require additional
structural support prior to installing new asphalt. Asphalt shall meet flush with existing
threshold.
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9. This area of asphalt has settled and water is ponding. Alligator cracking was witnessed.
Per the PASER rating system, would fall under the rating of 2 – Very Poor. This area of
asphalt shall be removed and replaced by exposing the aggregate base for a Geotechnical
Engineer to determine whether this will require additional structural support prior to
installing new asphalt.
10. This area of asphalt is located in front of an existing overhead door and shows evidence
of settlement/rutting created by trucks and per the PASER rating system, this would fall
under the rating of 2 – Very Poor. This area of asphalt shall be removed and replaced to
expose the aggregate base for a Geotechnical Engineer to determine whether this will
require additional structural support prior to installing new asphalt.
11. This area of asphalt shows signs of settlement/rutting and has water ponding and alligator
cracking. Per the PASER rating system, this would fall under the rating of 2 – Very Poor.
This area of asphalt shall be removed and replaced to expose the aggregate base for a
Geotechnical Engineer to determine whether this will require additional structural support
prior to installing new asphalt.
12. Existing catch basin is receiving siltation from site run-off. A Flexstorm basket, as a
temporary measure, shall be installed to control the amount of sediment entering the
storm sewer system until a more permanent solution can be implemented.
13. In general, the existing asphalt area has severe alligator cracking in many locations and
per the PASER rating system, would fall under the rating of 3 – Poor. The existing asphalt
shall be removed and tested by Geotechnical Engineer if additional undercutting would be
required for additional structural fill before installing the new asphalt pavement.
14. Existing west parking lot area in general, would be rated a 5 – Fair per the PASER rating
system. The asphalt is showing signs of aging and having a mill and overlay performed
in the near future should be considered.
15. Existing east parking lot area in general, would be rated a 5 – Fair per the PASER rating
system. The asphalt is showing signs of aging and having a mill and overlay performed
in the near future should be considered.
16. Existing north parking lot area in general, would be rated a 6 – Good per the PASER
rating system. The asphalt is showing signs of aging and having maintenance performed
in the near future should be considered.
17. Existing driveway area in general, would be rated a 9 – Excellent per the PASER rating
system.
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FACILITY #4. Water Tower / Recreation Department
The Water Tower / Recreation Department is located on a triangular shaped site with one main
entrance to the tower, and two separate buildings that are part of the Riverside Historical
Museum and pedestrian paths around and through the property. The following is a list of items
that are of concern and should be addressed. A site exhibit has been included to coincide with
the items that are listed for easy reference.
Plans that were used for reference for this facility are the following; Restoration Site Plan,
Antunovich Architects, date 7-7-04.
1. The main entrance into the Water Tower building, does not have a level landing, maximum
slope of 2.0% within 48 inches in front of the doorway. The existing concrete should be
removed and replaced with new concrete that is 4 feet deep from doorway and has a
maximum of 2.0% slope in all directions. The maximum slope to meet the existing curblined sidewalk from the new landing shall be no greater than 8.33%.
Note,
reconfiguration and re-alignment of walkway to main entrance will likely be required.
2. Note that the existing drinking fountain was observed, however due to the snow cover, it
was not determined whether the approach to the drinking fountain is in compliance with
the Illinois Accessibility Code.
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FACILITY #5. Scout Building
The Scout Building is located on a wooded property southwest of downtown along the east bank
of the Des Plaines River. The majority of the property, including the cabin, is located within
Floodway Zone AE per the FIRM Map 17031C0479J, Map Revised August 19, 2008. Due to the
site being snow covered at the time of the site visit, no accessible routes were visible into the
building. The following is a list of items that are of concern and should be addressed. A site exhibit
has been included to coincide with the items that are listed for easy reference.
1. Accessible access to the cabin was not seen. A ramp shall be constructed to access the
cabin per the Illinois Accessibility Code.
2. Accessible parking space was not seen. At least one accessible parking space is required
per the Illinois Accessibility Code.
3. Foundation openings were witnessed at various locations, presumably to allow
floodwaters to flow in/out and around the building since it is located within the
Floodplain/Floodway. Evidence of previous trash/rodent screens was witnessed. We
recommend that new screens are installed and properly secured.
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APPENDIX A
PASER Rating Table
Surface Rating
10 Excellent

General Condition
New Construction

Treatment Measures
No Maintenance Required

9

Excellent

Recent Overlay, like new

No Maintenance Required

8

Very Good

Recent Sealcoat or new road
mix

Little or no maintenance

7

Good

First signs of aging

Maintain with routine crack
filling

6

Good

Shows signs of aging, sound
structural condition

Could extend life with a seal
coat

5

Fair

Surface aging, sound
structural condition

Needs sealcoat or nonstructural overlay

4

Fair

Significant aging and first
signs of need for
strengthening

Would benefit from a mill
and overlay

3

Poor

Significant aging and obvious
signs of need for
strengthening

Requires removal and
replacement of asphalt or
complete recycling

2

Very Poor

Severe deterioration

Need reconstruction with
extensive base repair

1

Failed

Failed

Needs total reconstruction
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Village of Riverside
27 Riverside Road
Riverside, IL 60546
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Preliminary Draft

ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY & PRESERVATION
PROJECT:

Facility Evaluations, Space Needs Analysis and Options Studies
Village of Riverside, IL

PROJECT NO.:

2018-007

DATE:

23 April 2018 (revised)

PREPARED BY:

Doug Holzrichter

GENERAL BACKGROUND:
The Riverside Historic District was designated a National Historic Landmark (NHL) on August 29, 1970
under NHL Criterion 1 for its association with the outward expansion of American cities in the post-CivilWar era and NHL Criterion 4 for its innovative application of the design principles of landscape
architecture to the concept of suburban planning. The planned community is the work of Olmsted, Vaux
& Company, the partnership of Frederick Law Olmsted Sr. (1822-1903) and Calvert Bowyer Vaux (18241895). The District is roughly bounded by 26th Street on the north, Harlem Avenue on the east, Ogden
Avenue and the Des Plaines River on the south, and 1st Avenue and Golf Road on the west.
If federal funding is provided, Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966
(NHPA) requires Federal agencies to take into account the effects of their undertakings on historic
properties, and afford the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation a reasonable opportunity to
comment. The historic preservation review process mandated by Section 106 is outlined in regulations
issued by ACHP. Revised regulations, "Protection of Historic Properties" (36 CFR Part 800), became
effective August 5, 2004, and are summarized below.
The Village of Riverside is blessed with a number of historic landmark structures, many of which are
contributing resources to the District. As such, proposed alterations to any building in the District will likely
require review by the Preservation Commission as a minimum. For exterior improvements or alterations
that require a building permit such as a roof repair or replacement, tuck pointing, window repair or
replacement, and additions, the Preservation Ordinance requires a Certificate of Appropriateness
approved by the Preservation Commission. No additional approvals are required for painting or interior
work.
The Preservation Commission follows the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation. The
commission also considers the following criteria in determining whether the proposed work is compatible
and appropriate:
a. Whether such work will be compatible with and will positively enhance the architectural and/or
historical integrity of the property upon which landmark status is based.
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b. Whether such work will have a positive effect and harmonize with the external appearance of
neighboring properties and the essential character of the area where the property is located.
c. Whether such work is visible from any public right of way during all seasons of the year.
d. Whether the current physical condition, state of repair and structural stability of the property under
consideration poses a dangerous and unsafe threat to the health and safety of the community.
The application should be submitted to the Community Development Department no less than 2 weeks
prior to the Regular Preservation Commission meeting. If in-kind repairs or replacements are being
proposed, a Special Subcommittee can be called to review the application within 10 days.

AERIAL VIEW OF WATER TOWER COMPLEX, LOOKING NORTH

AERIAL VIEW OF VILLAGE AND TOWNSHIP COMPLEX, LOOKING NORTH
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PERTINENT BUILDING INVENTORY:
Water Tower
The Water Tower (1869) was originally designed by William Le Baron Jenny in a Swiss Gothic style. In
1898, the east and west well houses, designed by George Ashby, were built. After a fire destroyed the top
of the structure on January 1, 1913 it was rebuilt (also an Ashby design), but the style was altered, and
the height was increased. Chicago common brick was used, which didn’t match the original brick.
Township Hall
Township Hall, a French Chateau style building was designed by George Ashby and built in 1895. As a
National Historic Landmark, its background is well documented; see Exhibit – B. It was expanded to the
west for the Village’s administration in 1939 and to the east in 1955 and 2000 for the police and fire
departments. Other improvements include interior renovations and a major stair/elevator addition in 1978.
Original Service Garage and Oil Storage
These small structures were added to Township Hall in 1938 and are in a state of disrepair. There is
marginal or not historic value.
Original Public Works Maintenance Garage and Youth Center
The facility was completed in 1954. Shortly thereafter, it was expanded with a second story and adjacent
addition to the east to provide space for the District 208 Youth Center. Several other sites were
considered for the Youth Center, but all were met with significant opposition. Refer to Aerial of Village
Complex.
Fire Station No. 2
It’s believed that the round reservoir structure on the east
side of Fire Station No. 2 has historic significance as part of
the Historic District. The historic value of Fire Station No. 2
is likely insignificant as it pertains to the Historic District.

Scout Cabin
The Scout Cabin was built in 1928 with donated logs as an overnight spot
for Scouts. It was renovated and expanded in 2000.

Public Works Facility (2004)
This facility is not included in this report

Attachments:

Exhibits – A & B
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EXHIBIT
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EXHIBIT - B

PROJECT MEMORANDUM – PRELIMINARY DRAFT
PROJECT:

Village of Riverside Facilities
Phase 1 - Facility Evaluation and Space Needs Analysis
Phase 2 - Facility Options Study
Phase 3 - Design and Construction of Improvements

PROJECT NO.:

2018-007

TO:

Jessica Frances, Village Manager

REGARDING:

Municipal Buildings Evaluations and Historical Review

COPIES TO:

Village Staff and Board Members

PREPARED BY:

Mark Bushhouse

DATE PREPARED:

2 May 2018

BOARD UPDATE 1
STUDY GOALS:
Determine the condition of the existing Village buildings, including their historic significance and
associated redevelopment guidelines, the current and long-term facility space needs, and
determine the best option to remodel, expand and/or replace one or more of the facilities.

I.

PROCESS:
A. Facilities Evaluations – Existing Conditions and Historical Reviews
(final draft completed for Board review and discussion)
1. Owner provided limited drawings and other information for the existing facilities
2. Architect and Civil, Structural, Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing and Fire
Suppression Engineers reviewed the data, toured the facilities and spoke to Village
personal about the condition and known issues for the facilities
3. Architect meet with staff and representative of the Preservation Commission to tour
the historical buildings, review the Commission’s data on the history of these
buildings and discuss their historical significance to the community and appropriate
guidelines for their redevelopment
4. Team of consultants provided reports on the conditions of the site and the buildings’
shell, interior components and systems
5. Architect reviewed the layout, space utilization and functionality of the buildings
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6. These draft reports were reviewed with staff who provided recommended edits. WA
has made the recommendations and provided the final draft report.
B. NEXT STEPS
1. Space Needs Analysis (currently in process)
a.
Review potential future village growth
b.
Evaluate the current and future village functions and staffing estimates
provided by staff.
c.
Provide detailed space programs that include a range of size for each
potential space based upon industry standards
d.
Review the space programs with staff and refine them to final draft
target space programs that are endorsed by the project team
e.
Provide an overview of the space needs and meet with the Board to
review the space needs recommendations for discussion with and
direction by the Board
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

Facilities Improvement Options - These could incorporate any of the following
approaches:
a.
Only provide the repairs and code required changes with no remodeling
or updating to the building’s interior finishes or furniture
b.
Option a, plus updating to the finishes and furniture, along with minor
layout changes, but no additions or major remodeling.
c.
Option a, plus additions and major remodeling to meet the space
program recommendations at the current facilities
d.
Option a, plus partial or full demolition of one or more of the existing
buildings, possible land acquisition and construction of one or more new
facilities
e.
Any other option as determined by the Board
Provide planning level project budgets for each option developed and selected for
Board review
Meet with the Board to review the concepts with their project budgets for
discussion and selection by the Board of the chosen option with any needed
changes as directed by the Board
Provide refinements to the Board selected option and submit for staff review and
approval
Meet with the public at two meetings/open houses as directed by the Board to
present the supporting data developed and the Board chosen option and receive
the attendees’ input and comments
Provide final refinements based upon direction from the Village and submit to staff
for review and approval
Prepare the planning study notebook with its executive summary and all the
supporting documents for staff review and approval
Provide support as requested by the Village should the Board decide to put a
referendum on the Spring 2019 ballot

II. FINDINGS
A. Facilities Evaluations – Existing Conditions
(This is a brief summary of the Existing Conditions Report)
1. POLICE / FIRE STATION 1 / VILLAGE HALL
a.
500 Park Boulevard, Suite 800



Inadequate parking is provided for staff, visitor and patrol vehicles
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b.

c.

d.
e.
f.

g.

h.

i.
j.

k.

l.

m.
n.

500 Park Boulevard, Suite 800



Building exterior walls and windows are in generally good condition and
only need minor repairs. However, they lack adequate levels of
insulation and would not meet today’s energy codes.
The HVAC system’s major equipment still has a fair amount of useful life
left. However, it is recommended to put the upper floor on a different
system and to change the type of roof top unit to allow improved
temperature control throughout the building. Many locations throughout
the building are reported to have temperatures well outside of accepted
comfort levels throughout the year.
The electrical system is generally in good condition but does not meet
current energy codes.
The emergency generator appears to be in good condition but is not
adequate to maintain full operations in a power outage.
Plumbing system is generally in good condition, but periodic backups of
the sewer system warrants further investigation and correction. The
storm water system may need to be separated from the sanitary sewer
system. These improvements may be necessary to stop the periodic
water infiltration in the lower level stairway by police.
ADA accessibility is mixed. Most areas are accessible, but narrow
corridors, use of a wheelchair lift and some level changes should be
addressed.
Building security and safety is a major concern. Police prisoner intake
and bond-out routes have serious security issues. Lack of control over
visitor access to secure police areas is unavoidable. Booking space is
undersized, cells use steel bars that, on their own, present a significant
suicide risk. However, use of full time supervision any time the cells are
in use should mitigate this issue. Lack of a Sallyport creates unsafe
conditions in transferring prisoners from a vehicle into the building. Lack
of secure suspect interview spaces and separated corridors requires
mixing of victims, police and suspects all in the same areas. Village Hall
and Fire Station 1 do not allow for maintaining staff areas security when
meeting with visitors.
Many spaces are significantly undersized for their intended uses and/or
combine too many uses to be effective.
Basement has been remodeled and the police spaces are in good
condition. However, they are undersized, with low ceilings and no
exterior daylight or windows and shared uses are located requiring
access through either the male and female locker rooms.
Throughout the building its circulation spaces, offices and conference
rooms are crowded with stored files and other items. These are clear
indicators of inadequate space for people, functions and storage.
Fire station apparatus bays are undersized and cannot accommodate
modern fire fighting vehicles and the front drive is inadequate to allow
for safe exiting of emergency response vehicles.
Fire living quarters are inadequate, lacking appropriate private bunk
areas, rest rooms and shower facilities.
Village Hall spaces have significant HVAC issues, poor insulation and
weather seals at the windows. Shared toilets with the Township are in
fair to poor condition and not ADA compliant. They are overcrowded,
lacking proper space for the employees, support spaces, circulation and
file storage.
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2. ORIGINAL PUBLIC WORKS AND YOUTH CENTER
a.

b.
c.
d.

Generally, the building is in poor condition and neglected state. There is
serious deterioration of the restrooms, roofing, flashings, windows, brick,
doors and interior finishes.
ADA compliance is a significant problem due to no elevator access to
the upper level
The second means of egress from the upper level is an exterior fire
escape that is not allowed by current codes.
The building would require a significant investment to adequately
address all its issues.

3. MAINTENANCE GARAGE
a.
b.

Overall condition is good to fair and with ongoing maintenance could
continue to support its current storage functions.
Its location and adjacency to the adjoining buildings compromises its
functionality

4. ORIGINAL SERVICE GARAGE AND OIL STORAGE
a.

Located between the maintenance garage and Town Hall, these
structures are in very poor and failing condition. They are currently a
liability and should be completely rebuilt or, more likely, have any useful
equipment within them relocated and the structures demolished.

5. FIRE STATION 2 AND ADJOINING WATER TANK
a.
b.

c.
d.
e.

Facility is undersized to house current fire apparatus vehicles with an
inadequate front drive to allow safe exiting of the vehicles.
Immediate adjacency to the railroad tracks is not recommended for any
public safety facility should there be a derailing event and the significant
noise and vibration does have a disruptive impact to the department’s
operations.
Inadequate bunk, kitchen, toilet, locker and shower facilities.
The adjacent water tank is abandoned and in poor condition.
Overall, the building does not meet current energy codes, is significantly
undersized to support the intended functions, lacks most of the needed
amenities of a modern fire station and is poorly located immediately
adjacent to the railroad tracks.

6. RECREATION DEPARTMENT AND HISTORIC WATER TOWER
a.
b.
c.
d.

500 Park Boulevard, Suite 800



Condition is generally good to fair and is mostly being well maintained.
Interior finishes are worn.
Recent improvements have used all the available space, but office and
staff work spaces are inadequate.
The Water Tower was rebuilt after a fire and a soft, common brick was
used at the top half, which does not match the original brick. It was
painted/stained to be more compatible, but this finish is deteriorating.
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7. 2004 PUBLIC WORKS
a.
b.

Generally, the building is in good condition, but being built on a landfill
has caused uneven settlement.
Structural review indicates that the cracking does not appear to be of a
structural concern, but repair/tuck pointing of the cracks and continued
monitoring is recommended.

8. SCOUT CABIN
a.
b.

c.

Built in 1928 and renovated and expanded in 2000.
Building is good to fair condition with worn finishes, some code
violations and recommend repairs. Foundation openings were observed
that presumably are provided to allow flood waters to flow into the
building’s crawl space.
Building is in the flood plain and floodway zones. Buildings are not
allowed to be built in these zones under current codes. Ultimately, this
building should be planned for relocation or demolition.

B. Historical Review
1. All facilities and sites included in this study are within the Riverside Historical District
that was designated a National Historic Landmark in 1970, therefore, proposed
alterations to any of the buildings included in this study will likely require review by
the Preservation Commission as a minimum. The Preservation Commission follows
the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation. The commission also
considers the following criteria in determining whether the proposed work is
compatible and appropriate:
a.

b.

c.
d.

Whether such work will be compatible with and will positively enhance
the architectural and/or historical integrity of the property upon which
landmark status is based.
Whether such work will have a positive effect and harmonize with the
external appearance of neighboring properties and the essential
character of the area where the property is located.
Whether such work is visible from any public right of way during all
seasons of the year.
Whether the current physical condition, state of repair and structural
stability of the property under consideration poses a dangerous and
unsafe threat to the health and safety of the community.

2. The Water Tower is considered historically significant and any changes to the
exterior should follow the standards listed above
3. Township Hall – the original 1895 building is considered historically significant and
any changes to the exterior should follow the standards listed above. The 1939
addition could also be considered historically significant. The later additions in 1955,
1978 and 2000 are unlikely to be considered historically significant
4. Original Service Garage and Oil Storage buildings behind Township hall were
added in 1938 and are in a significant state of disrepair with only a marginal
potential historical value
5. Original Public Works Maintenance Garage was completed 1954 and the Youth
500 Park Boulevard, Suite 800
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Center was added on shortly thereafter. Neither are considered to have significant
historical value
6. Fire Station 2’s historical value is likely insignificant, but the adjoining round water
reservoir structure has historic significance as part of the Historic District and
relation to the Water Tower complex to the east.
7. Scout Cabin and Public Works were not reviewed for historic value
III. RECOMMENDATIONS
A. Board review and accept the Facilities Evaluations
B. Board review and accept the Historical Review and Redevelopment Guidelines
C. Board schedule a future meeting to review the space programs

End of Project Memorandum
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